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ORDER ISSUING A CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

BY THE BOARD:

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This order issues a Cease and Desist Order (CDO) against Woods Irrigation Company (Woods), requiring that Woods cease and desist diverting from Middle River at a rate not to exceed 77.7 cubic feet per second (cfs) unless it meets certain requirements.

This order is based on the record of an adjudicative hearing conducted by the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board or Board) on June 7, 10, 24, 25 & 28 and July 2, 2010, which was first noticed on April 7, 2010. The hearing proceedings were governed under California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 648 et seq. and the statutes specified in the regulations. In the hearing, a Prosecution Team made up of individuals in the State Water Board, Division of Water Rights (Division) and counsel appeared and presented evidence and argument in favor of the draft CDO. The Prosecution Team was separated by an ethical wall from the State Water Board hearing team, barring ex parte communications regarding substantive issues and controversial procedural issues within the scope of the hearing.

As there is insufficient evidence to determine that diversions up to 77.7 cfs are unauthorized, the CDO does not prohibit Woods's diversions in their entirety, as urged by parties Modesto Irrigation District, San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water Authority, and State Water Contractors (collectively, the MSS parties). The evidence indicates that Woods or landowners within the Woods original service area had the intention before 1914 to divert up to 77.7 cfs of water for irrigation within its original service area, that Woods had an irrigation system in place to cover a significant amount of the service area prior to 1914, and that Woods expanded the water management works after 1911. The evidence further indicates that some of this water was diverted under the riparian rights of Woods landholders, while some of it was diverted under appropriative rights. Additionally, the evidence indicates that the water rights associated with the 77.7 cfs Woods diversion passed with the land as it was subdivided subsequent to the 1911 service contracts executed between Woods and individual landowners. While the evidence proffered is not necessarily sufficient to definitively establish the existence and scope of the water rights for all purposes (for example, as against a competing water right holder who claims a lack of due diligence), it is sufficient for the State Water Board to decline to issue an enforcement order halting those diversions.
Woods has presented several legal theories under which all lands in the Woods service area would have maintained riparian water rights. The State Water Board rejects these theories.

The evidence further establishes that Woods has the capacity to divert, and has in the past diverted, at a rate higher than 77.7 cfs; that Woods does not monitor how much water it diverts, or to whom it delivers; and that Woods does not track under what claim of right water is diverted. This CDO prohibits such diversions, to the extent that diversions in excess of 77.7 cfs are not being used solely for increased need on riparian lands identified in this order, or to serve other rights for which Woods offers sufficient proof in the future. In order to abate the threat of unlawful diversions, the CDO also requires monitoring and reporting, including an accounting of how much water is delivered to whom and under what basis of right. The order also requires Woods to stop providing water outside of its original service area, absent a showing to the satisfaction of the Deputy Director for Water Rights (Deputy Director) that such landowners either have their own water rights or that other lands within the Woods service area have reduced their use in an amount commensurate with the deliveries to lands outside the original service area.

As the individual landowners within the Woods service area did not present evidence regarding their rights in this proceeding, the CDO accounts for the possibility that additional landowners within the Woods service area may provide evidence of valid water rights that would enable them to receive additional water beyond that covered by the 77.7 cfs diversion. The CDO provides for revisions based upon submission of evidence of such rights that satisfies the Deputy Director.

2.0 BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURE

Woods is an irrigation company that diverts water from Middle River, conveys the water to customers in a service area on Middle Roberts Island, and provides drainage services to a slightly larger area on Middle Roberts Island, as depicted on the map in Exhibits WIC 6A & WIC 6S. While Woods owns the pumps and operates the irrigation and drainage system, it does not have title to any irrigated lands within the service area. (RT, Vol. II, pp. 451:25-452:7.)

---

1 Throughout this Order, citations to the record indicate where in the record support for the statement is found. However, it does not indicate that such citation is the only support for the contention, or that other information regarding the issue was not considered. The State Water Board has looked at the record as a whole in reaching its conclusions.
On February 18, 2009, the Division requested by letter that Woods submit information supporting its right to divert water. (Exhibit PT-4.) From March to October of 2009, Woods and the Division communicated regarding information to support water rights for Woods’s diversions at Middle River, and the Division inspected the facilities twice. (See Exhibit PT-1, p. 2.) Division staff measured a combined diversion rate of 90 cfs during the second inspection. (Ibid.)

On December 28, 2009, the Assistant Deputy Director for Water Rights issued a notice of proposed cease and desist order, including a draft CDO, to Woods for the alleged violation and threatened violation of the prohibition against the unauthorized diversion or use of water. (Exhibit PT-7.) The draft CDO would have required, in summary, that Woods end diversions in excess of 77.7 cfs unless and until Woods met conditions within specified timeframes, including:

1. Filing a Statement of Water Diversion and Use that contained sufficient support for Woods’s claimed pre-1914 appropriative right and any other type of right exercised at Woods’s diversions.
2. Submitting a list of all properties and owners receiving water delivered by Woods’s facilities, including the basis of right for any properties receiving water either outside Woods’s service area, or in excess of Woods’s claimed pre-1914 right. If no basis of right acceptable to the Assistant Deputy Director for Water Rights were established for a property, Woods would immediately cease delivery of water to that property.
3. Providing a monitoring plan that included: a schedule for measuring diversions and discharges; measures to ensure reasonable beneficial use of diverted water and to minimize discharges back into Delta waters; and a representation of the process Woods will take to ensure the above measurements occur.

By letter dated January 11, 2010, Woods requested a hearing. (Exhibit PT-8.) On April 7, 2010, the State Water Board issued a notice for a hearing to be held on June 7, 2010. The hearing notice identified the key hearing issues as:

1. Should the State Water Board adopt the draft CDO?
2. If the draft CDO is adopted, should any modifications be made to the measures in the draft order, and what is the basis for any such modifications?
The State Water Board received timely Notices of Intent to Appear at the Woods CDO hearing from:

- Woods Irrigation Company (Woods)
- The State Water Board’s Prosecution Team (Prosecution Team)
- Modesto Irrigation District (MID)
- San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water Authority (SLDMWA)
- State Water Contractors (SWC)
- County of San Joaquin and San Joaquin County Flood Control and Water Irrigation District (County)
- Central Delta Water Agency (CDWA)
- South Delta Water Agency (SDWA)

County, CDWA and SDWA requested to participate, but not present direct testimony.

The hearing was held but not completed on June 7, 2010, and on June 10, 2010, the State Water Board noticed continuance of the hearing on June 24, 25, and 28, 2010. The parties agreed to these continuance dates. The hearing was held but not completed on June 24, 25, and 28, 2010. On June 28, 2010, the State Water Board noticed continuance of the hearing for June 29, 2010. However, on June 28, 2010, Woods, joined by County, SDWA and CDWA, requested that the hearing be continued for a later date, and the parties agreed to July 2, 2010. On June 29, 2010, the State Water Board noticed continuance of the hearing, and it was held and completed on July 2, 2010.

3.0 LEGAL BACKGROUND

Before addressing the arguments raised specifically concerning the Woods CDO Hearing, a brief overview of California water rights law would be helpful. California law recognizes two principal types of rights to the use of surface water at issue in this matter: riparian rights and appropriative rights. Riparian rights generally attach to the smallest parcel of real property contiguous to a watercourse held under one title in the chain of title leading to the present owner. (Pleasant Valley Canal Co. v. Borror (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 742, 774-775.) Riparian rights are limited to the natural flow of the watercourse. (Bloss v. Rahilly, 16 Cal.2d 70, 75-76.) Riparian rights are correlative relative to each other; where flows are insufficient to satisfy all riparian right holders on a given watercourse, the riparian right holders must reduce their diversions proportionately. (Prather v. Hoberg (1994) 24 Cal.2d 549, 560.) Riparian rights have a priority date relative to appropriative rights based on when the parcel at issue was patented,
and are not lost by non-use. (Rindge v. Craggs Land Co. (1922) 56 Cal.App. 247, 251; Lux v. Haggin (1886) 69 Cal. 255, 390.) This order discusses riparian rights in more detail in sections 4.2 and 4.4.

Users acquire appropriative rights by diverting water and applying it to beneficial use. The maxim "first in time, first in right" governs the relative priority of appropriative rights and the rights of senior appropriators are served completely before those of junior appropriators. (City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra (1949) 33 Cal.2d 908, 926.) Appropriators may develop rights regardless of land ownership or use on the land, may use the water outside of the watershed, and may lose their rights through non-use. (Crandell v. Woods (1857) 8 Cal. 136, 142; Miller v. Bay Cities Water Co. (1910) 157 Cal. 256; Wat. Code, § 1241; Smith v. Hawkins (1898) 120 Cal. 86, 88.) An appropriator may change the point of diversion, place of use or purpose of the water use, so long as such changes do not harm other legal users of water or initiate a new right. (Wat. Code, §§ 1700-1707; Hutchins (1956) The California Law of Water Rights, p. 175.) Prior to December 19, 1914, the effective date of the Water Commission Act, diligent appropriation and application of the water to beneficial use sufficed to establish the right. Appropriative rights established before that time are referred to as "pre-1914 rights." Since that date, obtaining a water right permit from the State Water Board (or its predecessor agency) pursuant to division 2 (commencing with section 1000) of the Water Code has been the exclusive means to obtain an appropriative water right. (Wat. Code, § 1225; Pleasant Valley Canal Co., supra, 61 Cal.App.4th at p. 777.) Division 2 of the Water Code sets forth a comprehensive regulatory scheme designed to ensure that water rights are exercised in an orderly fashion, and that the water resources of the State are put to beneficial use to the fullest extent possible. (People v. Shirokow (1980) 26 Cal.3d 301, 308-309.) Under division 2, the State Water Board issues permits and licenses that authorize the use of water, subject to specified conditions. This order discusses pre-1914 rights in more detail in section 4.3.

Among the State Water Board’s responsibilities, in addition to administering the permit and license system under division 2 of the Water Code, are the prevention of the waste or unreasonable use of water, the protection of instream beneficial uses, and the protection of the public interest. (Cal. Const., art. X, § 2; Wat. Code, §§ 100, 275.) The public trust doctrine also imposes upon the State Water Board the affirmative duty to protect public trust interests in water, including interests in commerce, fishery, recreation, and ecology, in navigable water bodies. (National Audubon Society v. Superior Court (1983) 33 Cal.3d 419.) The public trust doctrine also applies to activities that harm the fishery in a non-navigable water. (People v.
Among the powers granted to the State Water Board to enforce the Water Code is the authority to issue a CDO on the determination that any person is violating, or threatening to violate the prohibition against unauthorized diversion or use of water set forth in Water Code section 1052. (Wat. Code, § 1831, subds. (a), (d)(1).) Water Code section 1052 provides that the diversion or use of water subject to division 2 of the Water Code in a manner other than that authorized under division 2 is a trespass. State Water Board Resolution No. 2007-0057 delegates authority to the Deputy Director to issue a CDO where no hearing has been timely requested. The October 4, 2007, Memorandum of Victoria A. Whitney redelegates this authority to the Assistant Deputy Director.

Water Code section 1845, subdivision (b) provides that any person who does not comply with a CDO may be liable for an amount not to exceed one thousand dollars for each day in which the violation occurred. In addition to imposing administrative civil liability pursuant to this provision, the State Water Board may request the Attorney General to petition the superior court for injunctive relief. (Id., § 1845, subd. (a).)

4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 The State Water Board Has Authority to Evaluate the Validity and Extent of the Pre-1914 Appropriative and Riparian Claims of Right Advanced by Woods to the Extent Necessary to Decide Whether Woods’s Diversions Are Unauthorized

Woods et al. and County contend that the State Water Board lacks authority to issue a cease and desist order against Woods, or to impose any monitoring or reporting requirements on Woods, because Woods claims to hold a pre-1914 appropriative water right, and Woods claims that the property owners within its service area hold riparian water rights. In support of this contention, Woods et al. and County argue that the Water Code does not expressly authorize the Board to determine the validity or extent of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right, except in a statutory adjudication to determine all of the rights to water of a stream system (see Wat. Code, §§ 2500-2900), or in a court reference to the State Water Board of a suit for a determination of the rights to water (see Wat. Code, §§ 2000-2076). Woods et al. and County argue that, outside of a statutory stream adjudication or court reference, any dispute concerning

2 Woods, SDWA and CDWA submitted a joint brief. For ease of reference, this Order refers to these parties collectively as “Woods et al.”
the validity of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right can only be resolved by a court of law. Woods et al. and County also argue that water diverted under a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right is not subject to appropriation pursuant to division 2 of the Water Code (commencing with section 1000), and therefore riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights are not subject to regulation by the State Water Board, except to the extent necessary to prevent waste or unreasonable use, or a violation of the public trust doctrine. Finally, Woods et al. and County argue that, by its terms, Water Code section 1831 does not authorize the Board to issue a cease and desist order against a diverter who claims to hold a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right because riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights are not subject to regulation pursuant to division 2 of the Water Code.

Woods et al. and County’s contention regarding the State Water Board’s authority lacks merit because it is inconsistent with the Board’s statutory authority to investigate and take enforcement action against the unauthorized diversion or use of water. Water Code section 1051 authorizes the Board to investigate, take testimony, and ascertain whether water attempted to be appropriated is appropriated in accordance with state law. (See also Wat. Code, § 183 [authorizing the Board to hold hearings and conduct investigations to the extent necessary to carry out the powers vested in it].) If the Board finds that a person has diverted or used water without authorization, the Board may impose administrative civil liability in an amount not to exceed five hundred dollars for each day during which the unauthorized diversion or use occurred. (Wat. Code, § 1052, subds. (a) & (b).) The Board also has authority to issue a cease and desist order in response to a violation or threatened violation of the prohibition against the unauthorized diversion or use of water. (Wat. Code, § 1831, subd. (d)(1).) The Board may require compliance with a cease and desist order immediately, or in accordance with a time schedule set by the Board. (Id. § 1831, subd. (b).) The Legislature has directed the Board to take vigorous action to prevent the unlawful diversion of water. (Wat. Code, § 1825.)

The State Water Board’s authority to evaluate the validity of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right is inherent to the State Water Board’s statutory authority to investigate and take enforcement action in response to the actual or threatened unauthorized diversion or use of water. In cases where a diversion is not authorized by a water right permit or license, but the diverter claims to hold a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right, ascertaining whether the water diverted has been appropriated in accordance with State law, as expressly authorized by Water Code section 1051, necessarily will entail evaluating and deciding whether the riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right is valid. Similarly, taking enforcement action as authorized
by Water Code section 1052 or 1831 necessarily will entail evaluating any riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claims of right advanced by a diverter. Otherwise, the mere assertion of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right, without providing information to support such an assertion, would effectively thwart the Board’s ability to exercise its enforcement authority, and to fulfill its statutory mandate to prevent illegal diversions. (See Wat. Code, § 1825 [directing State Water Board to take vigorous action to prevent the unlawful diversion of water].)

In this case, Woods’s diversions are not authorized by a water right permit or license. Accordingly, the Board must evaluate whether Woods’s diversions are authorized by a valid pre-1914 appropriative right, or by valid riparian rights held by landowners within Woods’s service area, in order to decide whether Woods’s diversions are unauthorized, and therefore subject to enforcement action.

Woods et al. and County’s argument that, by its terms, Water Code section 1831 does not authorize the State Water Board to issue a cease and desist order against a diverter who claims to hold a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right lacks merit as well. Section 1831, subdivision (d)(1) authorizes the Board to issue a cease and desist order in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water “subject to [division 2 of the Water Code (commencing with section 1000)].” Section 1831, subdivision (e) provides that the Board’s authority to issue a cease and desist order does not authorize the Board to regulate the diversion or use of water “not otherwise subject to regulation of the board under [part 2 of the Water Code (commencing with section 1200)].” Woods et al. and County argue that riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights are not subject to regulation under division 2 of the Water Code (which includes part 2), and therefore Water Code section 1831 does not authorize the State Water Board to issue a cease and desist order against a diverter who claims to hold a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right.

This argument is flawed because it begs the question, namely whether a given diversion claimed to be authorized by a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right is in fact authorized by a valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right. If it is not, the diversion is unauthorized, and therefore subject to enforcement action. Woods and County are correct that the diversion of water consistent with a valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right would not constitute an unauthorized diversion of water subject to division 2 of the Water Code. (See Wat. Code, §§ 1201, 1202.) Accordingly, the diversion of water as authorized under a valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right would not be subject to a cease and desist order pursuant to Water Code section 1831, subdivision (d)(1). But if the claimed riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right in question is not valid, then the diversion of water under the claimed right would constitute an
unauthorized diversion of water subject to division 2 of the Water Code, and the diversion would be subject to a cease and desist order pursuant to Water Code section 1831, subdivision (d)(1). Similarly, a diversion would be unauthorized and subject to enforcement action to the extent that it exceeds the amount of water that may be diverted under a valid right, or is otherwise inconsistent with the parameters of the right.3

Essentially, Woods and County claim that Woods’s diversions are authorized by riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights, and argue on this basis that the State Water Board lacks the authority to decide whether Woods’s diversions are authorized or not. The U.S. Supreme Court rejected a similar argument that an entity can avoid an agency’s jurisdiction by claiming to be exempt from the agency’s jurisdiction in Weinberger v. Hynson, Westcott and Dunning, Inc. (1973) 412 U.S. 609. In that case, the Court rejected the contention that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) lacked jurisdiction to determine the validity of a manufacturer’s claim that a certain drug was not a “new drug,” within the meaning of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and therefore the manufacturer was exempt from the Act’s requirement to submit substantial evidence of the drug’s effectiveness to the FDA, and obtain FDA approval of a new drug application (NDA). (Id. at pp. 623-627.) The Court held:

It is clear to us that FDA has power to determine whether particular drugs require an approved NDA in order to be sold to the public. FDA is indeed the administrative agency selected by Congress to administer the Act, and it cannot administer the Act intelligently and rationally unless it has authority to determine what drugs are ‘new drugs’ . . . and whether they are exempt from the efficacy requirements . . . .

(Id. at p. 624.) Likewise, the State Water Board cannot administer the water right permit system effectively, or carry out its statutory mandate to prevent the unlawful diversion of water, unless the Board has authority to decide the validity of a diverter’s claim to be exempt from the permitting system. In many cases, such as this one, this will entail evaluating the validity of a diverter’s riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right.

3 Another problem with Woods et al. and County’s interpretation of Water Code section 1831 is that their assertion that riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights are not subject to regulation under division 2 is overbroad and incorrect. Although water diverted and used under valid riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights is not subject to appropriation pursuant to part 2 of the Water Code (see Wat. Code, §§ 1201, 1202), riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights are not completely unregulated under diversion 2. (See, e.g., Wat. Code, §§ 1707 [authorizing the Board to approve a petition to change any type of right for purposes of protecting instream, beneficial uses], 2500-2900 [authorizing the Board to determine all the rights to a stream system], 5101 [requiring all diverters to file statements of diversion of use, unless certain exceptions apply].)
The Court of Appeal’s holding in *Phelps v. State Water Resources Control Board* (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 89 lends further support to the conclusion that the State Water Board has authority to rule on the validity of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right to the extent necessary to decide whether to take enforcement action against the claimant. The *Phelps* case involved administrative enforcement proceedings similar to this proceeding. In that case, the State Water Board concluded that certain individuals had diverted and used water illegally, and issued an order imposing administrative civil liability against them. (State Water Board Order WRO 2004-0004.) In reaching the conclusion that the individuals had diverted water illegally, the Board addressed the individuals’ riparian and pre-1914 appropriative claims of right, and concluded that the individuals’ diversion and use of water was not authorized by valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative rights. (*Id.* at pp. 23-29, 34.)

On appeal, the court upheld the State Water Board’s conclusions regarding the individuals’ riparian and pre-1914 appropriative claims. (*Phelps v. State Water Resources Control Board,* supra, at pp. 116-119.) Although the Board’s authority to decide the validity of the individuals’ claims was not challenged in *Phelps*, so the Court did not expressly address that issue, the conclusion that the State Water Board did not exceed its authority by addressing the individuals’ claims is implicit in the Court’s holding. (*See also North Gualala Water Co. v. State Water Resources Control Board* (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 1577, 1589 [holding that the State Water Board’s interpretation of the statutory definition of a subterranean stream was entitled to judicial deference because the Board’s permitting authority over groundwater is limited to water flowing in subterranean streams and the Board has the power to determine whether groundwater is subject to the Board’s permitting authority].)

4.1.1 The *Racanelli* Decision Does Not Support Woods et al. and County’s Contention Regarding the State Water Board’s Authority

Woods et al. and County argue that certain statements concerning the State Water Board’s authority over riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights contained in *United States of America v. State Water Resources Control Board (Racanelli)* (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 82 support their contention that the Board lacks authority to rule on the validity or extent of riparian or pre-1914 appropriative rights. *Racanelli* contains a comprehensive overview of water right law, including a discussion of the State Water Board’s role in determining whether water is available for appropriation by a water right applicant, and the Board’s role in adjudicating water rights as part of a statutory stream adjudication or court reference. (*Id.* at pp. 100-106.) As part of this discussion, the court stated that, in order to determine whether surplus water is available for appropriation, the Board must examine riparian and prior appropriative rights, but the Board’s
estimate of available surplus water does not constitute an adjudication of the rights of the riparians and senior appropriators, whose rights remain unaffected by the issuance of a water right permit. (Id. at pp. 102-104.) The court also stated that “the Board plays a limited role in resolving disputes and enforcing rights of water rights holders, a task left mainly to the courts.” (Id. at p. 104.)

There are several problems with Woods et al. and County’s reliance on these statements. First, the statements were not essential to the court’s holding, and therefore are dicta.4 Second, the court’s statements are of limited value in determining the State Water Board’s authority in this proceeding because *Racanelli* was decided before the Water Code was amended to authorize the Board to initiate administrative enforcement proceedings in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water. *Racanelli* was decided in 1986. Water Code sections 1052 and 1831 were not amended to authorize the State Water Board to impose administrative civil liability or issue a cease and desist order in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water until 1987 and 2002, respectively. (Stats. 1987, ch. 756, § 1; Stats. 2002, ch. 652, § 6.)5

The third problem with Woods et al. and County’s reliance on the court’s statements in *Racanelli* is that the statements actually support the conclusion that the Board has the authority to determine the validity and extent of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right to the extent

---

4 The holding in *Racanelli* concerned the validity of water quality objectives for the Delta that had been established by the State Water Board, and the validity of the Board’s decision to modify the water right permits for the Central Valley Project and State Water Project to require compliance with the objectives. (*Racanelli, supra,* 182 Cal.App.3d at. at p. 98.) *Racanelli* did not directly involve the Board’s authority over riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights.

5 In its closing brief, County asserts that the legislative history of the 2002 legislation that amended Water Code section 1831, Assembly Bill No. 2267 (2001-2002 Reg. Sess.), “clearly indicates that the legislative changes do not expand the legal authority for the Board to issue cease and desist orders.” (County Closing Brief at p. 8.) County focuses on a sentence in the Senate floor analysis of the bill which states, in an inartful paraphrase of Water Code section 1831, subdivision (e), that the provision is intended to “clarify” that the bill “does not also expand the powers of the SWRCB.” (Sen. Rules Com., Off. of Sen. Floor Analyses, 3d reading analysis of Sen. Bill No. 2267 (2001-2002 Reg. Sess.) as amended Aug. 19, 2002, at p. 1. We take official notice of the Senate floor analysis of the bill pursuant to California Code of Regulations, title 23, section 648.2 and Evidence Code section 452, subdivision (c).) But the same analysis clearly indicates that the bill was intended to expand the State Water Board’s cease and desist order authority: “This bill expands the State Water Resources Control Boards (SWRCBs) [sic] enforcement authority by authorizing the SWRCB to issue cease and desist orders, not only when a permit holder is in violation of a water right permit, but also in the case of illegal diversions and other violations of SWRCB orders and decisions.” (Ibid.) As stated earlier, Water Code section 1831, subdivision (e) provides that the Board’s authority to issue cease and desist orders does not authorize the Board to regulate the diversion or use of water “not otherwise subject to regulation of the board under [part 2 (commencing with section 1200) of division 2 of the Water Code].” Part 2 of the Water Code contains provisions governing the acquisition and regulation of water right permits and licenses. Accordingly, based on the statutory language itself, subdivision (e) appears to have been intended to clarify that the legislation expanding the Board’s enforcement authority was not intended to expand the Board’s permitting authority. But the Board already had permitting authority over the diversion or use of water not authorized by or in excess of that authorized by valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative rights, and the 2002 legislation authorized the Board to issue cease and desist orders, and to adopt any findings of fact and conclusions of law necessary to decide whether to issue a cease and desist order, in response to any such unauthorized diversions or uses.
necessary to exercise its enforcement authority. The court recognized that the Board is required to examine riparian and pre-1914 appropriative claims of right in order to determine whether surplus water is available for appropriation. Likewise, the Board may be required to examine riparian and pre-1914 appropriative claims of right in order to determine whether diversions are unauthorized, and therefore enforcement action is warranted.6

It bears emphasis that, consistent with the court’s statement in *Racanelli*, the State Water Board’s determination as to the validity of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right in the context of an enforcement proceeding does not constitute a determination of the right as that term is used in the context of a statutory stream adjudication or a court reference. A statutory stream adjudication is akin to a quiet title action, in which all the rights to a stream system are established and quantified, and the priority and other parameters of the rights are defined. (See Wat. Code, §§ 2501, 2700, 2769.) Depending on the nature of the proceeding, a court reference may entail the same type of definitive and comprehensive definition of water rights. The determination of rights in a statutory stream system adjudication is binding on all parties claiming rights to the stream system, whether or not they participated in the adjudication. (*Ibid.*, § 2774.)

By contrast, if the validity and extent of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative right is determined in the context of an enforcement proceeding, the validity of the right is determined for the more limited purpose of deciding whether enforcement action is warranted. For this more limited purpose, it may not be necessary to define all of the parameters of a right. For example, the priority of a right might not be relevant to the issue of whether diversions under the right are unauthorized. In addition, the State Water Board’s determination in an enforcement proceeding that a claim of right is valid may not be based on the same amount or quality of evidence that would be required to substantiate the right in a statutory stream adjudication or court reference. The Board’s decision whether to take enforcement action is discretionary, and the Board may elect not to take enforcement action against a diverter, even if the evidence substantiating the diverter’s claim of right is deficient in certain respects. (See *Schwartz v. Poizner* (2010) 187

---

6 Like the statements in the *Racanelli* decision, County’s reliance on a statement contained in a law review article written by Andrew H. Sawyer, Assistant Chief Counsel to the State Water Board, is unavailing. In the article, Mr. Sawyer allowed that the State Water Board’s continuing authority over pre-1914 appropriative rights under the public trust doctrine and Water Code section 275 “does not amount to regulatory authority over proprietary right issues to the same extent as for permitted and licensed rights.” (*Sawyer, Improving Efficiency Incrementally: The Governor’s Commission Attacks Waste and Unreasonable Use* (2005) 36 McGeorge L.Rev. 209, 223, fn 89.) Mr. Sawyer went on to state, however, that the Board “may review and make findings on issues concerning claimed pre-1914 rights to the extent reasonably necessary to carry out the [Board’s] other responsibilities.” (*Ibid.*) As examples of the Board’s other responsibilities, Mr. Sawyer cited to Water Code sections 1051 and 1052, which authorize the Board to investigate and take enforcement action in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water.
Cal.App.4th 592, 596-598 [California Department of Insurance Commissioner’s decision whether to take enforcement action against insurers discretionary]; Citizens for a Better Environment – California v. Union Oil of California (9th Cir. 1996) 83 F.3d 1111, 1118-1120 [compliance schedule in cease and desist order an exercise of Regional Water Quality Control Board’s enforcement discretion].)

4.1.2 Woods et al. and County’s Argument that Board Has Disclaimed Its Authority Lacks Merit

Woods et al. and County also argue that the State Water Board itself has disclaimed its authority to determine the validity of claimed riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights. In support of this argument, Woods et al. and County cite to several water right decisions adopted by the State Water Board or its predecessors between 1959 and 1971, which include statements to the effect that the Board does not have jurisdiction over riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights. Woods et al. and County also cite to several informational documents that were posted on the Board’s website, which include similar statements. Woods et al. and County’s reliance on these decisions and documents is misplaced, as explained below.

Woods et al. and County’s reliance on the State Water Board decisions is misplaced because none of them are on point. The decisions cited by Woods et al. and County all concerned whether or under what conditions to approve water right applications or petitions. None of the decisions addressed the Board’s authority to determine the validity of a riparian or pre-1914 appropriative claim of right in the context of an administrative enforcement proceeding. In fact, none of the decisions could address this issue because they were all adopted before the Water Code was amended to authorize the Board to initiate administrative enforcement proceedings in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water. As stated above, the decisions were adopted between 1959 and 1971, and Water Code sections 1052 and 1831 were not amended to authorize the State Water Board to impose administrative civil liability or issue a cease and desist order in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water until 1987 and 2002, respectively. (Stats. 1987, ch. 756, § 1; Stats. 2002, ch. 652, § 6.)

Not only is Woods et al. and County’s reliance on older State Water Board decisions misplaced, but Woods et al. and County overlook the fact that, since Water Code sections 1052 and 1831 were amended, the Board has consistently exercised its authority to determine the validity of claimed riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights to the extent necessary to prevent the unauthorized diversion or use of water. (See, e.g., State Water Board Order WR 2001-22 at pp. 25-26, 65 [requiring a report substantiating a claimed pre-1914 appropriative right]; Order WRO
2004-0004 at pp. 23-29, 34-35 [imposing administrative civil liability after concluding that diverters did not hold valid riparian or pre-1914 appropriative rights]; Order WR 2006-0001 at pp. 12-16, 20-21 [imposing administrative civil liability and issuing a cease and desist order after determining the validity and extent of a claimed pre-1914 right and concluding that the diverter had diverted more water than authorized under the right]; Order WR 2009-0060 at pp. 5-6, 57 [issuing a cease and desist order for diversions in excess of total amount authorized to be diverted under both permitted and licensed rights and riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights previously quantified by the Board].

Woods et al. and County also cite to several informational documents in support of their argument that the State Water Board has disclaimed its authority to determine the validity of riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights. Woods et al. and County cite to a pamphlet entitled “Information Pertaining to Water Rights in California,” (water rights pamphlet). (County’s Request for Official Notice (June 30, 2010) Exhibit 1.) In addition, County cites to the answers to two “Frequently Asked Questions” posted on the State Water Board’s website (FAQ document). (County’s Request for Official Notice (June 30, 2010) Exhibit 2.) As stated in the hearing officer’s July 19, 2010 ruling on County’s request that official notice be taken of these documents, the documents were produced and placed on the State Water Board’s website by an unknown State Water Board staff person or persons at an undefined time.

Woods et al. and County’s reliance on these documents is misplaced because they are not regulations that have been adopted by the State Water Board, and therefore they cannot be used as guidance in this proceeding. (See Gov. Code, §§ 11340.5, subd. (a), 11342.600 [prohibiting an agency from using a guideline, manual, or other standard of general application that has not been adopted as a regulation for purposes of implementing or interpreting the law administered by the agency].)

In addition, assuming for the sake of argument that the documents may be used as guidance, the documents themselves are ambiguous, and do not clearly stand for the proposition that the State Water Board has disclaimed its authority to determine the validity of riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights in the context of an enforcement proceeding. For example, County cites to the FAQ document for the proposition that the Board will not investigate complaints involving riparian or pre-1914 appropriative rights. (County’s Request for Official Notice (June 30, 2010) Exhibit 2, p. 8.) But the FAQ document also indicates that the Board will investigate alleged illegal diversions. (Ibid.) Woods et al. and County also point to a statement in the water rights pamphlet to the effect that the State Water Board does not have the authority to determine the
validity of riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights, but may assist the courts in such
determinations, and County points to a similar statement in the FAQ document to the effect that
such rights can only be confirmed by the courts. These statements are correct to the extent that
they were intended to mean that the State Water Board’s adjudication of riparian and pre-1914
appropriative rights in a statutory stream adjudication or court reference must be confirmed by
the appropriate court. (See Wat. Code, §§ 2016-2019, 2075-2076, 2750-2774.) If on the other
hand these statements were intended to mean that the Board does not have the authority to
evaluate the validity of claimed riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights to the extent
necessary to decide whether there has been an unauthorized diversion or use of water, then
these statements are inconsistent with the State Water Board’s statutory enforcement authority
and established Board precedent, as discussed above. 7

For the foregoing reasons, Woods et al. and County’s arguments that the State Water Board
does not have authority in this case, or has disclaimed its authority, lack merit. Consistent with
the Board’s statutory authority to investigate and take enforcement action in response to
unauthorized diversions, the Board has the authority to evaluate the pre-1914 appropriative and
riparian claims of right advanced by Woods to the extent necessary to determine whether
Woods’s diversions are unauthorized, in whole or in part, and whether it would be appropriate to
issue a cease and desist order against Woods. Similarly, the Board may impose monitoring and
reporting requirements to the extent necessary to ensure that Woods complies with the cease
and desist order.

---

7 The pamphlet is dated 1990. At that time, the State Water Board did not have authority to issue a cease and desist
order in response to the unauthorized diversion or use of water, and the State Water Board did not have authority to
administratively impose penalties for violation of Water Code section 1052 except for violations occurring during
critically dry years. (See Wat. Code, § 1052, subd. (b), as amended by Stats. 1987, ch. 756.) Although the pamphlet
is incorrect if it is interpreted as a statement about the State Water Board’s enforcement authority under existing law,
as applied to the State Water Board’s enforcement authority in 1990 it amounts to nothing more than a generalization
made without expressly recognizing an exception to that generalization.
4.2 Some Lands Within the Woods Service Area Have Likely Maintained Riparian Rights

4.2.1 General Description of Riparian Rights

As discussed in State Water Board Order WRO 2004-0004 (hereinafter “Phelps”):

A riparian water right is part and parcel of the land. (Lux v. Haggin (1886) 69 Cal. 255, 391.) A riparian right to take water from a stream and use it on a specific parcel of land generally exists under California law when (1) the land is contiguous to or abuts the stream (Rancho Santa Margarita v. Vail (1938) 11 Cal.2d 501, 528; Joerger v. Mt. Shasta Power Corp. (1932) 214 Cal. 630); (2) the parcel is the smallest parcel held under one title in the chain of title leading to the current owner of the parcel (Rancho Santa Margarita, supra, 11 Cal.2d at 529; Boehmer v. Big Rock Irrigation District (1897) 117 Cal. 19, 26-27 [48 Pac. 908]); (3) the parcel is within the watershed of the stream (Rancho Santa Margarita, supra, 11 Cal.2d at 528-529; see also, Pleasant Valley Canal Co. v. Borror (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 742, 774-775 [72 Cal.Rptr.2d 1], summarizing these points). Parcels that are not contiguous to a stream, or do not meet the other elements of this test do not include riparian water rights unless an exception to this test is applicable.

(Id., at pp. 9-10 fn omitted.)

Riparian rights typically have a high priority and are not lost by non-use. They are subject to certain limitations, as well. For example, they are subject to reduction in common with other riparians on a watercourse in times of shortage. They may only be used on the contiguous parcel, and within the watershed of the stream to which they are riparian. Because the right depends on the water naturally available, a riparian right cannot provide the basis to store water in wet periods for use in dry periods. Nor can it be used to divert water that is available through return flows of imported water or water released after seasonal storage in upstream reservoirs. (See generally 1 Slater, California Water Law and Policy (2002) § 3.06 pp. 3-14 – 3-15 [riparian rights are narrowly construed].)

A parcel of land may retain a riparian right to a waterbody to which it was once riparian, even after losing contiguity to that waterbody, where there is evidence of an intention to maintain a riparian right at the time when the parcel was severed. Evidence of such an intent typically consists of language in the deed8 that severed the parcel from the waterbody, but may also consist of other evidence, such as a ditch present at the time of conveyance that connects the severed parcel to the waterbody or a contract to maintain irrigation service from the waterbody

---

8 Woods et al. argue that certificates of purchase are insufficient evidence to show severance of a riparian right, despite statements by Mr. Wee, an expert witness for MID, to the contrary. They do not cite to any certificates of purchase in the record, and a review of Mr. Wee’s evidence provided none. Therefore, this order does not further address this argument.
to the parcel entered into before conveyance. (See Rancho Santa Margarita v. Vail (1938) 11 Cal.2d 501, 538; Hudson v. Dailey (1909) 156 Cal. 617, 624-25; Phelps, supra, at pp. 27-28.)

4.2.2 Relevance of Riparian Rights to This Proceeding

MSS parties argue that the State Water Board cannot find that Woods itself holds riparian water rights, because: (1) the proceedings and holdings of Woods Irrigation Company v. Department of Employment (DOE) (1958) 50 Cal.2d 174 estop Woods from asserting ownership of riparian water rights;9 (2) the evidence does not support a finding that Woods owns riparian water rights, and (3) the Delta Pool theory does not support Woods’s claim of riparian water rights. MSS parties’ brief does not cite anywhere in the record in which Woods claims to have a riparian right, and a review of the evidence did not indicate such a claim, outside of a statement in a March 4, 2009 letter from Dennis Geiger to John O’Hagan. (Exhibit PT-5.) A riparian right is part and parcel of the land in which it adheres, and can therefore be owned only by the landowner. (Lux v. Haggin (1886) 69 Cal. 255, 391.) Given Woods’s admission that it owns no property on which it is using the water, it can own no riparian rights that are relevant to this proceeding. (RT pp. 451:25-452:7.) Because the admitted lack of land ownership of irrigated land precludes Woods from diverting under its own riparian right, this order does not further discuss MSS parties’ arguments concerning Woods’s claim of riparian water rights. This order addresses the Delta Pool theory in relation to the landowners in the Woods service area in section 4.4.1.

This does not mean, however, that riparian rights of the lands within the Woods service area are irrelevant to this hearing. No party has presented a compelling reason that Woods could not serve water to a parcel under a landowner’s riparian rights. Both the prosecution team and MSS parties acknowledge that Woods should not be prohibited from making water deliveries to landowners who hold valid water rights that would authorize them to divert in the same amount from the same source. (Exhibit PT-7; MSS Closing Brief, p. 4; see Wat. Code, §§ 1810-14.) Put another way, proof that Woods is delivering water in excess of what it is authorized to deliver under its appropriative water rights, standing alone, would constitute proof of an actual or threatened unauthorized diversion of water, and the mere assertion that the recipients might have rights of their own would be insufficient to rebut that proof. If the evidence shows that the

---

9 DOE, supra, 50 Cal.2d 174 does not estop Woods from claiming any type of water rights. The causes of action in the present matter and DOE are distinct, so claim preclusion does not apply. The language in DOE regarding Woods’ water rights was not necessarily decided in the case, and it does not appear that the question of water rights was actually litigated, so issue preclusion does not apply. Judicial estoppel is inappropriate because there is insufficient evidence that Woods actually claimed not to have water rights in the DOE proceeding.
deliveries are authorized under the rights held by those who receive the water, however, that prima facie case will have been rebutted. This order does not definitively determine the riparian rights of landowners within Woods’s service area: any individual owner claiming such rights may do so in an appropriate proceeding. However, this order does evaluate the extent to which the information Woods provided regarding such riparian rights provides a basis upon which Woods can rely in delivering water, and upon which the State Water Board can rely in determining whether to issue a CDO. It finds that some property within Woods’s service area, that which John N. and E.W.S. Woods (hereinafter referred to as the Woods Brothers) acquired on June 8, 1891, likely maintained riparian rights to Middle River, and that Woods may therefore rely on a claimed riparian right to deliver water to those lands. (See Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A [labeling the tract “Parcel 2”].)\(^\text{10}\)

This order modifies the draft CDO to account for the likely riparian status of these lands, and to account for the potential that individual landowners may come forward with new evidence regarding their retention of riparian rights to Middle River on lands which are no longer contiguous to it.

To the extent that parties raise additional arguments concerning maintenance of riparian rights to larger tracts of land, this order discusses and dismisses those arguments in section 4.3, below.

4.2.3 Scope of Lands for Which Woods Has Demonstrated a Likelihood of Riparian Rights

4.2.3.1 “Parcel 2” Appears to Have Maintained Riparian Rights

MSS parties and Woods presented evidence concerning acquisition of lands within the future Woods service area. Prior to 1889, Stewart et al. owned the entire area, and sold it in sections from 1889 through 1992. (Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A; WIC-6D, WIC-6E, WIC-6F, WIC-6G, WIC-6H.) Stewart et al. sold the first tract, which did not abut Middle River, Burns Cut-off or the former Duck Slough, to Blossom on November 26, 1889. (Ibid.) The Woods Brothers apparently acquired this land from Blossom sometime between 1893 and 1909. (Compare ibid. with Exhibit WIC-2A.) Stewart et al.’s second transaction in the Woods service area was to sell a 710.86 acre tract of land, “Parcel 2,” to the Woods Brothers on June 8, 1891. (Exhibit MSS-R-

\(^\text{10}\) Where an exhibit includes within it exhibits from other hearings with their own numbering system, or has numbered exhibits as an attachment, a pinpoint cite to the “exhibit within an exhibit” is noted with a lowercase exh., followed by the number used to identify the specific exhibit from the other hearing or the numbered attachment.
Parcel 2 remained contiguous to Middle River. (Ibid.) The sale of this tract, and of two other tracts along Middle River sold the same day which are outside the Woods service area, separated the rest of Stewart et al.'s lands from Middle River. (Ibid.; Deed of June 8, 1891 transferring land from Stewart et al. to C. Bruse; Deed of June 8, 1891, transferring land from Stewart et al. to B.R. Keenan.)

The evidence indicates that the Woods Brothers and their heirs maintained possession of Parcel 2 until execution of 1911 service agreements between Woods and E.W.S. Woods and the heirs to John N. Woods, respectively. (See WIC-6O [agreement with E.W.S. Woods], WIC-6P [agreement with Jessie Lee Wilhoit and Mary L. Douglas, heirs to John N. Woods].)

Pursuant to the agreements, Woods agreed to deliver water from Middle River to E.W.S. Woods and the heirs to John N. Woods for purposes of irrigation on specified lands, including Parcel 2. (WIC-6O, WIC 6Q [map of lands subject to agreement with E.W.S. Woods], WIC-6P, WIC-6R [map of lands subject to agreement with Wilhoit and Douglas].) Because the irrigation contracts were in place, and the contracts were intended as a lien upon all the lands after subdivision, it appears that the parties to any later subdivisions within Parcel 2 intended to maintain riparian rights to the tracts that lost contiguity with the river. (See Phelps, pp. 27-28.) Therefore, all the lands on Parcel 2 appear to have maintained riparian rights.

4.2.3.2 The Remaining Lands in the Woods Service Area Appear to Have Lost Riparian Rights to Middle River with the Transfer of Parcel 2.

Woods et al. argue that, under the standard set forth in Murphy Slough Association v. Avila (1972) 27 Cal.App.3d 649, the transfer of Parcel 2 did not sever riparian rights from the remaining portion of the lands held by Stewart et al, which were later sold to the Woods brothers in various land transactions. (See Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A.) These lands make up the rest of the Woods original service area, with the addition of the 500 acre tract in the middle of the service area, which was transferred first to Blossom, then to the Woods Brothers. (See MSS-R-14, Woods Exhibit 7A; Exhibit WIC-6E.)

4.2.3.2.1 Interpretation of Murphy Slough

At issue in Murphy Slough was a grant of a property interest to a narrow strip of property that divided the grantor's original parcel into a small area north of the strip adjacent to Murphy Slough and a much larger southerly section which the narrow strip separated from the waterbody. (Murphy Slough, supra, at pp. 651-52.) The deed referred to the grant as a transfer in fee, with the strip being sold to a reclamation company for the purpose of building a levee.
The deed also named a series of other grantors who granted interests in a similar strip of land at the same time. \textit{(Id. at p. 651.)} Other grantors sold interests in their remaining lands approximately 10 and 20 years later, subject to a right of way for a levee and other reclamation works, and specifically recited that the land transfer included proportionate riparian rights. \textit{(Id. at p. 653.)} Upon reviewing this evidence in combination with the actual grant language, the appellate court upheld a trial court’s finding that the transfer was intended only as a grant of right-of-way, rather than as a conveyance of a fee interest, and that therefore the land south of the levee strip retained its riparian rights. \textit{(Id. at pp. 653, 658.)}

In addition, the court opined that, even if the trial court had found that the strip of land had been transferred in fee simple, the southern tract of land would have retained its riparian rights. \textit{(Id. at p. 658.)} Extrinsic evidence indicated that the parties did not intend to convey any riparian rights, let alone the riparian rights that would otherwise attach to the property that was not conveyed. \textit{(Id. at pp. 655-666.)} The later-issued grant deeds further indicated that the parties did not intend for the grant of the strip of land to convey the riparian rights to the remaining lands. \textit{(Id. at pp. 657-658.)}

In dicta, the court discusses a rationale for the rule set forth in \textit{Anaheim Union Water Co. v. Fuller} (1907) 150 Cal. 327, that when riparian land is subdivided such that one parcel becomes non-contiguous to the waterbody, the noncontiguous parcel loses its riparian status, absent proof of an intent to the contrary:

‘In a grant, the grantor has title to the land subject to the grant. The proposed grantee has nothing, and therefore … secures only such title as is granted. When the grant is silent as to riparian rights obviously such rights have not been conveyed \textit{and remain with the grantor for the benefit of his retained lands} and for the benefit of other riparians.’

\textit{(Murphy Slough, supra, at pp. 656-657 [quoting Rancho Santa Margarita v. Vail (1938) 11 Cal.2d 501, 538-39] [Emphasis added in Murphy Slough].)} The court states that the presumption that non-contiguous lands granted from a larger parcel without mention of riparian rights in the conveyance lose their status does not control in a situation in which the grantor retains land severed from the stream, and that “absent some expression of intent to convey or sever rights in the lands not included in the conveyance, the grant must be deemed inapposite to a consideration of the riparian status of the excluded land.” \textit{(Ibid.)} Instead the general principle of the intention of the parties to the conveyance controls. \textit{(Ibid.)}

After concluding that the intent of the parties to the conveyance was the principal consideration, and extrinsic evidence was admissible to establish intent … the Murphy Slough court noted that the reclamation district had paid only a nominal sum for the strip of land, that riparian rights would have been of no use on the land … and that the grantors had continued for 30 years after the conveyance to divert water to their property beyond the levee without any intervention by the reclamation district.

(Ibid.) The court then analogized the granting of a right of way for the levee in Murphy Slough to that for a wagon road in Pleasant Valley, and found that the intent of the parties was clear that this right of way did not sever the riparian right. (Id. at p. 781.) Thus, the same court that authored the Murphy Slough, supra, opinion did not apply a presumption against severance of a riparian right when the grantor maintained the non-contiguous parcel. Instead, the court relied on the case for the actual holding that looked to intent of the parties in the face of the deed’s silence on the matter.

4.2.3.2.2 Interpretation of Rancho Santa Margarita

Rancho Santa Margarita addressed whether the presumption set forth in Anaheim, supra, that deeds dividing non-contiguous parcels from a larger riparian tract lose their riparian rights if the deed is silent applies to judicial partitions of property. (Id. at p. 538-541.) The land at issue had been held in common by six owners, and then had been partitioned by judicial decree into six separate parcels, some of which lost contiguity with the Temecula-Santa Margarita River. (Id. at p. 538.) The court established a presumption that the joint tenants’ now separate parcels all maintained riparian rights, even where the partition decree was silent, because, prior to the partition each joint tenant owned equal shares of all the property rights associated with the lands, including the riparian rights, and a judicial partition is intended to allow each owner to keep exactly what he already owned. (Id. at p. 539.) Rancho Santa Margarita contrasted this situation with that of a grant of a non-contiguous parcel in which the grantee owns nothing, and receives only what the grantor provides. (Ibid.) The discussion does not contrast a grantor who retains land abutting the stream while conveying non-contiguous land with a grantor who retains non-contiguous land while conveying land abutting the stream. Rather, the court is contrasting a grant deed with a judicial partition. (Ibid. ["There is a fundamental distinction between a grant deed and a partition decree"]) The court does not extend this reasoning to opine on whether a grantor maintains a riparian right on non-contiguous lands when the grantor grants away the land that ties the land to the waterbody.
4.2.3.2.3 Application to the Current Facts

Both *Rancho Santa Margarita* and *Murphy Slough* deal with exceptions to the general rule concerning loss of riparian rights through subdivision of property that severs parcels from contiguity with the stream. The dicta in *Murphy Slough* regarding grant transfers are not necessary to the holding, and the *Santa Margarita* court does not even in dicta address a presumption concerning the grant of contiguous lands that separate a retained tract from a waterbody.

A review of authority cited in these cases and in major water law treatises did not reveal any California precedents, aside from the dicta in *Murphy Slough*, directly addressing the question of maintenance of riparian rights on retained non-contiguous lands where contiguity has been lost through a grant deed of a fee interest. Similarly, a search for persuasive authority in other states revealed no cases applying a presumption of maintenance of riparian rights on non-contiguous parcels, except where a narrow right-of-way strip was granted, and did find one applying a presumption that the right is lost. (See *Thompson v. Enz* (1967) 379 Mich. 667, 695 [building canals to severed non-contiguous properties insufficient to reserve riparian rights because riparian lands must abut a natural watercourse].) For the reasons described below, the State Water Board declines to extend the dicta in *Murphy Slough* to create a presumption that a grantor retains a riparian right when the grantor divides a riparian property, and keeps only the land that is not contiguous to a waterbody. Like the court in *Murphy Slough*, we seek to determine the intent of the parties, but we base our determination on the evidence as to the parties’ intent, without tipping the scales by resort to a legal rule that a deed that provides no evidence of intent to retain riparian rights should nevertheless be presumed to do so.

Under English common law regarding riparian rights, and since its adoption in California in *Lux v. Haggan*, the central defining feature of a riparian right has been that the land abuts the waterbody. The land benefits from the contiguity with the waterbody by being able to share its waters in common with other lands adjacent to the water. (E.g. *Duckworth v. Watsonville Water and Light Co.* (1907) 150 Cal. 520, 526 [“The right exists because the stream runs by the land, and thus gives the natural advantage resulting from the relative situation”].) Unlike an appropriative right, the holder of the riparian land cannot separate the right from the land, and transfer it to a non-contiguous parcel. (Id. at pp. 526-27.) The riparian right is thus inseparable from land that abuts a stream.
In California, as in other Western states where water is a limiting factor in land development, the right of appropriation was adopted to allow non-riparian lands to access water. This made a riparian right unnecessary for non-riparian lands, as long as sufficient water was available for both appropriators and riparians. In most instances, riparians have priority over appropriators, allowing them preference in even new water uses over appropriators who have made significant investments in reliance on diversions and uses on non-riparian lands. (See e.g. United States v. State Water Resources Control Board (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 82, 101-02.) Additionally, in a situation of water scarcity, riparian owners must reasonably apportion the limited water supply among themselves. Riparian properties therefore presumably benefit from limiting the acreage and number of landowners that maintain a riparian right, when there is scarcity.

A grantor of the contiguous portion of a larger parcel could reasonably choose to reap the rewards of the riparian benefit by choosing to either maintain a riparian right on the non-contiguous portion or by demanding a higher price for the contiguous parcel, based on its riparian nature. The State Water Board sees no reason to presume that silence means the grantor chose to retain the right on the non-contiguous land, as opposed to having bargained a higher price for the sale of the contiguous parcel of land. This is particularly true because silence regarding a reservation of grantor’s rights in the transfer instrument should not be interpreted against the grantee unless there is strong evidence that grantee knew or should have known that grantor intended to reserve such rights. (Holmes v. Nay (1921) 186 Cal. 231, 237-38.)

Such a presumption would be particularly inappropriate in a case such as this one, where the retained lands maintained a riparian connection to other natural waterbodies. Here, at its severance from Middle River, the remaining Stewart et al. property was undisputedly contiguous to Burns Cut-off, and possibly also to Duck Slough, whereas the property at issue in Murphy Slough does not appear to border more than one waterbody. (Compare Murphy Slough, supra, at Appdx. 1, p. 660 [map of property not showing contiguity with any other waterbody] with Exhibit MSS-R-14, Woods Exhibit 7A.) It is unclear that the Murphy Slough court would have used the same dicta regarding the effect of not mentioning riparian rights to a particular waterbody, or ultimately reached the same conclusion regarding the intent of the parties, had the parcels been contiguous to other waters.

Unlike in Murphy Slough, there is no indication in evidence here that Stewart et al. intended to maintain a right to Middle River on their remaining properties. There is no evidence of an irrigation system to those lands, or that Stewart et al. were engaged in any farming, much less
farming that would have required irrigation. Stewart et al had recently sold a tract of land to Blossom that was not contiguous to any natural waterbody; presumably Blossom had found the land to be of value despite the clear lack of any riparian water access. Furthermore, as discussed above, the Stewart et al. lands maintained contiguity to Burns Cut-off.

In light of the centrality of actual contiguity with water to the riparian right, the problems created by increasing uncertainty in riparian rights, and the benefit that the riparian properties gain from having less competition for water, the State Water Board declines to adopt a presumption that this right extends to properties that no longer abut a stream. Here, there is no evidence that the parties intended that the remaining Stewart et al. properties maintain riparian rights to Middle River.

4.3 Pre-1914 Appropriative Rights
Prior to 1914, a person could acquire appropriative water rights by diverting water and applying it to beneficial use, as discussed in section 3.0, above. Perfecting such a water right required three elements: (1) an intent to put the water to beneficial use; (2) an actual diversion sufficient to put the water to beneficial use; and (3) diligence in applying the water to beneficial use. (Simons v. Inyo Cerro Gordo Mining and Power Co. (1920) 48 Cal.App. 524, 537; State Water Board Order WR 2004-04, p. 18.)

In 1872, the state established a system under which those wishing to appropriate water could post notice of and record at the county their intent to establish a water right, clarifying the timing of the first element of the appropriation. (Civ. Code, §§ 1410a-1422.) The would-be appropriator then had to work diligently to actually divert the water and apply it to beneficial use, in order to perfect the right. (Ibid.) The Civil Code procedure did not, however, establish an exclusive means to establish an appropriative water right: it was still possible to establish a valid, “nonstatutory” water right by diverting water and applying it to beneficial use. (Lower Tule River Ditch Co. v. Angiola Water Co. (1906) 149 Cal. 496, 499.) Both “statutory” and “nonstatutory” pre-1914 water rights survived the Water Commission Act’s establishment of a formal appropriative rights permitting system, and may remain valid rights to the present, unless they are lost by means applicable to all appropriative rights (e.g. abandonment, forfeiture, a finding of waste or unreasonable use).

Unlike riparian rights, appropriative rights do not become part and parcel of the land, although they may be appurtenant thereto. (McDonald v. Bear River & Auburn Water & Min. Co. (1859) 13 Cal. 220, 232-33.) The owner of an appropriative right may transfer the water right for use
on different property, as long as such transfer does not injure other legal users of water. 


Under the progressive or continuing development doctrine, a pre-1914 appropriator may continue to develop an inchoate right from the amount reasonably and actually used at the time of the original diversion up to the “quantity intended to be applied to future needs at the time of the original diversion, which has actually [and reasonably] been put to use within a reasonable time.” (Haight v. Costanich (1920) 184 Cal. 426, 433.)

4.3.1 Evidence Required to Demonstrate a pre-1914 Water Right for Purposes of Determining Whether to Issue a CDO

Generally, in an enforcement action, the prosecution bears the burden of establishing a prima facie case of a violation or a threatened violation. (Evid. Code § 550; Cal. Law Revision Com. Com., 29B, pt. 1 West’s Ann. Evid. Code (1995 ed.) foll. § 550, p. 631-32.) At that point, the burden shifts to the alleged wrongdoer to answer such evidence, including establishing affirmative defenses. (Ibid.; See e.g. Phelps v. State Water Resources Control Board (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 89, 113, 119-20 [upholding trial court findings against the targets of a State Water Board CDO who had not presented sufficient credible evidence regarding pre-1914 and riparian rights].) In this case, the prosecution team has not asserted or established that a threat of unauthorized diversion exists as to Woods’s diversion of up to 77.7 cfs from Middle River. The rate of 77.7 cfs is what Woods agreed to deliver to lands within its service area pursuant to the 1911 water service agreements discussed above. (Exhibits WIC 6O; WIC 6P.) As explained in section 4.3.2, below, the 1911 agreements and other evidence in the record indicate that, to the extent that water could not be delivered to the landowners pursuant to their own water rights, Woods planned to develop a pre-1914 appropriative right to divert up to 77.7 cfs.

No other party has submitted evidence to demonstrate that Woods has not in fact developed a right to divert up to 77.7 cfs, so it is not necessary to determine whether information to develop a prima facie case for unauthorized diversion must come from the prosecution team, or if other parties may provide it at hearing. Therefore, the burden does not rest on Woods to demonstrate that it has a right to divert up to 77.7 cfs.

However, the prosecution team more than established a prima facie case of threatened and actual unauthorized diversion by Woods by: demonstrating that Woods has the capacity to and has actually diverted at a rate greater than 77.7 cfs (exhibits PT-1, p. 2; PT-7, p. 2); determining
that Woods does not have any permitted appropriative right (exhibit PT-4); establishing that Woods does not own land for which it is diverting water under a riparian right (RT pp. 451:25-452:6); and providing the information Woods submitted in response to the prosecution team’s investigation prior to issuance of the draft CDO, which fails to show an intent to develop a water right of greater than 77.7 cfs and fails to give any specific information concerning its claims to divert under the rights of landowners in the service area (exhibit PT-5). It is reasonable to draw the inference from Woods’s lack of submittal of evidence for a valid water right that such a right does not exist. (See Wat. Code, § 1051 [granting the State Water Board investigatory powers over state’s waters]; Phelps v. SWRCB, supra, 157 Cal.App.4th at p. 116 [noting that State Board had notified plaintiffs that the Board would likely require proof of the claimed riparian right as a reason not to estop the State Board from challenging the riparian right]; State Water Board Order WR 2006-0001, at pp. 19-20 [increasing administrative civil liability for water district because they did not provide information concerning a pre-1914 right during initial investigation, even though “as a matter of reasonable prudence, any claimant of pre-1914 water rights should have the documentation at hand to demonstrate that it has the rights it claims”].)

Thus, the prosecution team effectively shifted the burden to Woods to produce evidence regarding any water right greater than 77.7 cfs. As discussed in section 4.1.1, above, estimating pre-1914 and riparian rights for the purpose of determining whether diversions are unauthorized can require a different level of analysis regarding alleged rights than that required in an adjudication or other proceeding to definitively determine water rights.

The State Water Board recognizes that it can be difficult to obtain evidence roughly 100 years after-the-fact that specific pre-1914 appropriative rights were diligently perfected and subsequently maintained through continuous use.

In State Water Board Order WR 95-10 (“Cal-Am Order”), the State Water Board adopted the posture, for the purposes of that order, of evaluating evidence in the hearing record in the light most favorable to the party claiming a pre-1914 water right, Cal-Am. (Id. at p. 17.) In the Cal-Am proceeding, the State Water Board heard evidence regarding Cal-Am’s diversions and public trust impacts from those diversions on the Carmel River, and contemplated enforcement action. Cal-Am submitted extensive documents, including deeds and notices of appropriation relating to Cal-Am’s water rights. (Id. at p. 18.) Even looking at these in the light most favorable to Cal-Am, the State Board found these notices alone insufficient to determine that any of the claimed rights were actually developed and maintained by continuous use. (Id. at pp. 18-21.) Rather, the order looked to information submitted to the Railroad Commission in 1914 and to a
1915 engineering report as the “best evidence” to establish the amount of water actually
developed under Cal-Am’s pre-1914 water rights. (Id. at pp. 21-22.) Thus, even viewing
evidence in the light most favorable to Cal-Am, and in the posture of considering enforcement
action against Cal-Am, the State Water Board still carefully reviewed the available evidence,
evaluated which evidence was most reliable, and did not make the broadest possible inferences
regarding Cal-Am’s submissions.

The State Water Board will take into account the difficulty of providing historical evidence in
evaluating Woods’s claims regarding development of a pre-1914 right. The State Water Board
may require less evidence regarding such rights than it would for establishing rights perfected
more recently, such as proof of use under a permit for the purposes of licensure. This is not to
say, however, that the State Water Board will make every possible inference on behalf of
Woods, or that mere hypotheses regarding what may have happened 100 years ago are
sufficient.

4.3.2 Evidence Regarding Development of a pre-1914 Water Right

Woods and the prosecution team provided sufficient evidence regarding the development of a
pre-1914 appropriative water right to demonstrate that Woods’s diversions to its original service
area from Middle River up to 77.7 cfs do not likely constitute unauthorized diversions.11 The
prosecution team was persuaded by Woods’s submittals in response to its request for
information that Woods likely has a right to divert up to 77.7 cfs, which it provided in the hearing
as Exhibit PT-5. While Woods’s submission at that point did not contain sufficient evidence to
establish that Woods actually developed and put to beneficial use the full 77.7 cfs within a
reasonable time, or that the diversion facilities as they existed at the time were capable of
delivering the full amount, it was sufficient to determine the intent to develop up to 77.7 cfs and
to determine that a significant amount of the water was diverted prior to 1914. (Exhibit PT-5.)
The State Water Board agrees that this suffices, in this circumstance and given the difficulties in
procuring evidence of pre-1914 rights, for the prosecution team to determine not to further
investigate the claim of right to divert up to 77.7 cfs.

11 It is unnecessary for the purposes of this order to determine whether Woods, individual landowners, or some
combination of the two hold the pre-1914 water right. The order is crafted to allow Woods to introduce evidence
under either situation for the purposes of using water outside the original place of use.
Intent
John N. and E.W.S. Woods, two brothers, purchased the lands within the original Woods service area between 1891 and 1911 through a number of different transactions. (See MSS-R-14, Woods Exhibit 7A; Exhibit WIC-6E.). The Woods Brothers’ land was later divided, the westerly tract being referred to as the E.W.S. Woods tract and the easterly as the Wilhoit-Douglass tract, after the heirs to John N. Woods. (Exhibits WIC-8, p. 7-8, WIC-8K, WIC-6O, WIC-6P.)

Exhibit WIC-6O, relating to the E.W.S. Woods tract, and Exhibit WIC-6P, relating to the Wilhoit-Douglass tract, are 1911 water supply agreements between Woods Irrigation Company and the landowners in the respective areas. These service agreements provide evidence of a plan to divert up to a combined 77.7 cfs of irrigation water on the original Woods service area’s lands, even after its subdivision into smaller tracts, as they anticipate that the agreements will run with the land.

This intent is generally corroborated by the 1909 Articles of Incorporation for Woods, included in Exhibit PT-5, which state that one of the purposes of company formation is:

To acquire water and water rights and lands and rights of way for the purpose of constructing, operating and maintaining ditches for the irrigation of the lands of stockholders of said Corporation … and of supplying water to others than the stockholders … and generally, to engage in, maintain and carry on the business of irrigation and supplying water for irrigation of lands owned by the stockholders of this Corporation and others …

(Id. at 2nd part.)

To the extent that contracts covered lands that did not have water rights at the time of execution, the contracts demonstrate an intent to develop the remaining water by appropriation.

Timely Development of Means to Irrigate and Application to Beneficial Use
Parties submitted sufficient evidence to demonstrate that diversion works covering a large part of the area were put in place prior to 1914, and were expanded thereafter.

For example, news articles from 1898 and 1899 discuss development of an irrigation system from Middle River, and the potential to use this system to irrigate about 7,000 acres on the Woods brothers’ lands on Roberts Island. (Exhibits MSS-R-14, WIC-5 & WIC-6.) A 1909 map of the Woods brothers’ lands shows a water control system with canals or ditches, gates and
dams covering a broad area of the lands. (Exhibit WIC-2A.) The 1911 Service Agreements reference an existing canal system. (Exhibits WIC-6O & WIC-6P.) An undated map which the State Water Board agrees is reasonable to place between 1908 and 1910, based on testimony regarding land ownership, also shows a water control system covering much of the original Woods service area. (Exhibits WIC 6, WIC-6J.) A 1914 map of the San Joaquin Delta shows markings indicating “canals, ditches and small sloughs” in the original Woods service area. (Exhibits WIC-2B, 6K.) The water management system in place prior to 1914 covered a large part of the Woods service area. (See Exhibits WIC-2A, WIC-2B, WIC-6J, WIC-6K.) Minutes from meetings of Woods show assessments to cover the costs of delivering irrigation water in 1913 and 1914 to all the lands within the service area, and a separate drainage assessment in 1914. (Exhibit WIC-4F.) This indicates that not only was the irrigation system built, but that Woods was delivering water through the system to the various tracts within the service area.

While, as MSS parties emphasize, there is no direct evidence as to the exact capacity of the diversion-works prior to 1914, or of the rate of development of the irrigation works, the above provides sufficient evidence for our purposes from which to properly infer that the irrigation works provided water to a substantial area. As 77.7 cfs was the amount the parties intended to divert to serve the area, and given the difficulty in obtaining evidence from more than 100 years ago, it is reasonable to infer that irrigating a large part of the intended service area required a large part of 77.7 cfs.

In a 1957 complaint filed in Woods Irrigation Co. v. Allen (San Joaquin Superior Court, Case No. 64456), Woods asserts that it had been delivering water as envisioned by the 1911 agreements since the agreements became effective. (Exhibit WIC-4G, p. 5.) Immediately previous to this assertion, the complaint states that certain lands described in the 1911 agreements were thought at the time of the agreements to be incapable of irrigation, and that some of these had subsequently been brought under irrigation while others had proven not capable of being irrigated. (Ibid.; see also Exhibit WIC-4E [excluding lands not capable of irrigation from irrigation agreement].) It further claims to have assessed pro-rata fees on landowners within the district every year since operations commenced in 1911. (Exhibit WIC-4G, p. 5; see also Exhibit WIC-4F [meeting minutes showing such assessments for 1913 and 1914 services].) These statements were made in the context of an action to quiet title of Woods stock as between the landowners within the Woods service area and the heirs to the original Woods stockholders. (Exhibit WIC-4G.) The judgment entered did not reference water deliveries. (Exhibit PT-11.) These statements, though not subjected to cross examination anywhere within this record, provide indicia of reliability in that: they were not made for the purpose of
substantiating Woods’s water rights at the time; they were filed under oath with a court of law; Woods’s suit was filed against both the heirs and the landowners, such that it was aligned with neither position should the information given support a particular side; and the statements did not generate sufficient dispute to merit mention in the judgment. While the statements do not demonstrate an exact timeframe for development of irrigation within the Woods service area, they do support the contention that the lands therein were irrigated and that the irrigation was expanded as envisioned at the time of the agreements. There is no reason to think that this expansion was for less than 77.7 cfs, and the implication is that the full amount was used significantly prior to 1957. There is no evidence to the contrary.

This evidence is sufficient to support Woods and the Prosecution Team’s contention that Woods’s irrigation diversions up to 77.7 cfs do not constitute an actual or threatened unauthorized diversion, for the purpose of determining whether to issue a CDO enjoining such diversion.

4.3.2.1 The Service Agreements Do Not Establish an Intent to Develop a Pre-1914 Water Right Greater than 77.7 cfs.

Woods et al. argue that Woods and/or its shareholders demonstrated an intent to divert more than 77.7 cfs, based on the combined interpretation of the two 1911 agreements to serve water. The agreement to provide water on the Wilhoit-Douglas tract provides for a diversion rate of 32.86 cfs for roughly 3,286 acres of land, making an allocation of 1 cfs per 100 acres of land. (Exhibit WIC-6P.) The agreement to provide water on the E.W.S. Woods tract sets forth a diversion rate of 44.80 cfs. (Exhibit WIC-6O.) Woods et al. contend that the E.W.S. Woods agreement was intended also to have an allocation of 1 cfs per 100 acres of land, but that the contracting parties erred in their calculation, leaving out two tracts of land described on page 1 of the agreement, which were sized 12.74 and 769.32 acres. (See id. at p. 1; Closing Brief, pp. 16-17.) A third tract of land, described on page 2 of the agreement, was sized at “4,480 acres, more or less” which would correspond with a 1 cfs per acre rate if this tract were considered to be the entire area to be served. (See Exhibit WIC-6O, at p. 2; Closing Brief, pp. 16-17.) Lands and rights of way granted to railroad companies, whose acreage was not described, were excluded from the agreement. (Id. at p. 3.) A 1913 agreement later released 370 acres in the E.W.S. Woods tract from the agreement. (Exhibit WIC-4E.)

Ignoring the exclusions for rights of way, the text of the agreements, and language in the agreements which anticipates that certain lands would not be capable of irrigation, Woods et al. argue that the intent to furnish water to the E.W.S. Woods tract is better described as a rate of
1 cfs per 100 acres for 4,892.06 acres (48.92 cfs) than as the 44.80 cfs explicitly stated in the agreement. This would lead to a combined rate of diversion for both tracts of 81.78 cfs. Further, Woods et al. argue that instead of the 1 cfs per 100 acres rate calculated from the Wilhoit Douglas agreement, the State Water Board should use a ratio of 1 cfs per 80 acres, for a combined diversion rate for both tracts of 102.23, because Board staff has used such a ratio in other contexts.

The State Water Board declines to assume that the parties who entered into a formal contract erred in describing exact rates of diversion that were expressed to the hundredth of a cubic foot per second, and then, without correcting the error, enrolled the contract at the county. (See Civ. Code, § 1639; Crow v. P.E.G. Const. Co. (1957) 156 Cal.App.2d 271 ["When the language of a contract is clear and explicit and reduced to writing, the language of the contract governs its interpretation and the intention of the parties is to be ascertained from the writing alone"]; Witkin on Contracts, § 744 [modern cases look to expressed intent in contract, under an objective standard].) The assumption that the parties intended to agree to an unstated rate calculation would be particularly unfounded where both agreements anticipate not being able to serve the entire areas described in each agreement. The State Water Board also declines to replace the stated intent of the parties to a contract with a 1 cfs per 80 acre rate, which is apparently a rough assumption concerning irrigation water use made in other contexts. (RT pp. 33:23 – 34:5.) The intent of the parties developing a pre-1914 water right as to the scope of that right defines the extent of the right, not the amount they (or their successors) later come to realize would have been useful. (Haight v. Costanich (1920) 184 Cal. 426, 432.)

4.3.3 Limits of the pre-1914 Appropriative Right
While the Woods service agreements discuss water deliveries of up to 77.7 cfs, they do not establish an intent to develop a new pre-1914 appropriative water right of that amount. To the extent that the agreements served properties that had already had water rights, the Woods service agreements do not indicate an intent to increase total deliveries in the area above 77.7 cfs. The service agreements reference use of the existing system and the expansion contemplated for the agreements is limited.

4.3.3.1 Relationship Between Riparian and Appropriative Rights in Woods Service Area
As described in section 4.2, certain lands in the Woods service area have maintained riparian rights. To the extent lands within the Woods service area have maintained a riparian right to divert from Middle River, these lands did not additionally develop a pre-1914 water right.
Woods et al. maintain that it is possible to develop overlapping riparian and appropriative water rights on the same parcel of land, and that the riparian water rights inherent in these tracts of land should be added to the 77.7 cfs contemplated in the Woods service agreements. (Closing Brief, pp. 22, 25.) Essentially, this would mean assuming that water was diverted under an appropriative right on riparian lands, and that the riparian owners can then switch to diverting under riparian rights, and “double-count” the water. Woods et al. cite four decisions in support of their position: *Rindge v. Crags Land Co.* (1922) 56 Cal.App. 247; *Pleasant Valley Canal Co v. Borrer* (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 742; *Porters Bar Dredging Co. v. Beaudry* (1911) 15 Cal.App. 751; and State Water Board Decision D-1282. The State Water Board disagrees that such “double counting” of the water is permissible.

While it is true that it is possible to develop an appropriative right on riparian lands in certain circumstances, this development only occurs when the appropriative use of water is one that the riparian right could not provide. In a sense, the appropriative right “wraps around” the riparian one, providing water only in circumstances the riparian could not, for example, for storage, for use on non-riparian lands, or for higher priority use. (See e.g. *City of Lodi v. East Bay Mun. Utility Dist.* (1937) 7 Cal.2d 316 [appropriative right necessary to store water, even for riparian landholder]; *Pleasant Valley Canal Co. v. Borrer*, supra, 61 Cal.App.4th 742 [appropriative right used on non-riparian lands]; *Rindge v. Crags Land Co.*, supra, 56 Cal.App. at p. 252 [appropriative right has higher priority].) The right is not in addition to available riparian rights, such that the right holder can divert two times as much, or transfer the appropriative right while continuing to divert under the riparian one. “The privilege of claiming dual water rights cannot be made a vehicle for acquiring the right to more water than can be put to beneficial use.” (Hutchins, *supra*, at p. 209.)

The only water available for appropriation is water not needed for use on riparian lands:

> “An appropriation can gain nothing as against riparian rights which have attached ... regardless of whether the water has been put to any beneficial use upon the land ... There would remain, then, as subject to appropriation only the excess water over and above what might reasonably be subjected to a beneficial use by lands bordering the stream.”

(*Rindge v. Crags Land Co.*, *supra*, 56 Cal.App. at p. 252.) Thus, a riparian right holder cannot develop an appropriative right to what would be needed for riparian use.

Similarly, in a situation in which a senior appropriative right develops on lands that later gain riparian rights, the riparian rights do not allow the land owner to take more water, once the appropriative amount covers the amount which would have been available under the riparian
right. (Senior v. Anderson (1900) 130 Cal. 290, 296.) The statements in the authorities Woods et al. cite do not indicate otherwise.

In Rindge v. Crags Land Co., the court held that a water user on public lands who diverted and applied water to beneficial use when the land was part of the public domain could maintain such a use as an appropriator even after receiving title to the land (at which point the riparian right attached). (Id. at pp. 252-53.) This appropriative right had priority over later-established riparian rights. (Ibid.) The appropriative right was established at 4.95 miner’s inches, and the riparian right remained that which the owner reasonably needed to satisfy beneficial use on the property. (Id. at p. 253.) Pleasant Valley Canal Co v. Borrer similarly involved a diversion on public lands, via the “Duncan Ditch” before the patent date. The court found that the attachment of riparian rights to the property after patenting did not transform or eliminate the earlier-developed appropriative right. (Id. at p. 774.) Additionally, the court considered some of the water use established prior to patenting would have been incompatible with a riparian right because it involved water use outside the smallest tract in the chain of title that had maintained contiguity with the river. (Id. at pp. 774-75.)

Porters Bar Dredging Co. v. Beaudry applied an abuse of discretion standard to uphold a trial court’s grant of temporary relief for plaintiff in finding it permissible for a plaintiff to claim to use water under a riparian right and an appropriative right, where defendant’s interference with either right would enable the plaintiff to get relief. (Id. at pp. 762-63.) The court notes that proof for the purposes of temporary relief does not have to be “harmonious and consistent throughout all its parts” and that where more than one cause of action is plead, a cause “may be in some material particulars contradictory to or consistent with those of the other cause [of action] stated.” (Ibid.) It holds that there is no fatal inconsistency with pleading both a riparian and appropriative claim, and then goes on to state: “we know of no reason why a party may not acquire by appropriation a right to the use of the water of a stream to which his lands are riparian.” (Id. at p. 753.) It then discusses the possibility that a riparian may put water to “other than a riparian use.” (Id. at p. 754.) The court does not suggest that the plaintiff’s claimed appropriative rights could have developed for waters for which plaintiff also held a riparian right.

State Water Board Decision D-1282 denied a petition to change the place of use for a licensed appropriative right. The licensee intended to move the place of use to non-riparian land, and then replace the irrigation it had been conducting under the license with a dormant riparian right. Later permits and licenses issued for lands which might also have riparian rights contained a permit term clarifying that the appropriative right “wraps around” any existing riparian rights, and
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is not in addition to them, following the State Water Board’s interpretation of the law. The Board found that even though this permit term had not been included in the license at issue, the limitation of the licensed right to only what was needed above the riparian right was nonetheless a necessary part of the right under the law.

None of these authorities hold that a riparian right holder may use the available natural supply of water on riparian land for a riparian purpose, and then claim that the use was under an appropriative right which developed while its riparian rights lay dormant. Accordingly, Woods holds a pre-1914 appropriative right to divert some quantity of water less than 77.7 cfs, depending on how much water Woods delivered to riparian landowners pursuant to the 1911 service agreements.

4.4 Additional Riparian Rights Theories
Woods presents several theories to justify the assertion that all lands in the Woods service area have maintained riparian rights. The State Water Board rejects these theories.

4.4.1 Delta Pool
Woods et al. argue that all water in the Delta is part of a single, lake-like “Delta Pool,” and that all lands within the Woods Service Area have retained a riparian right to this pool. (Closing brief, pp. 43-44.) The argument contains no citations to the evidentiary record. The brief notes, and the State Water Board agrees, that it is possible to maintain a water right to a waterbody which does not flow, like a lake. (Id. at p. 44.) While the brief does not clearly articulate this, presumably Woods et al. are presenting the theory to argue that lands that maintained a riparian connection to any natural water body in the Delta may draw from Middle River.

Woods et al. has not persuaded the State Water Board that the various watercourses described in the various maps and throughout the evidence presented are, in actuality, a single lake for purposes of attachment of riparian rights. The fact that the Delta was once swamp land connected to various rivers does not indicate that all the waters are part of a single waterbody. (Compare Chowchilla Farms, Inc. v. Martin (1933) 219 Cal. 1, 7-11 [upholding trial court finding that Fresno Slough was not a natural watercourse for purposes of riparian rights, despite connection to Kings and San Joaquin Rivers].)

Woods’s claims that all the waters in the Delta form a single pool because of the area’s connection to the Pacific Ocean and to groundwater, and because the Delta as a region has a statutory boundary, are unpersuasive. (See Exhibit WIC-8, pp. 1, 7.) A stream running to the
ocean does not become part of an “ocean lake” because it is influenced by the tide. Similarly, the fact that Delta waters are subject to tidal influence does not bind them into a single waterbody. Woods et al. provide no authority to the contrary.

The fact that the Delta region has a statutory boundary in Water Code section 12220 is irrelevant to whether the waters within the Delta form a lake. Many useful boundaries, such as those for states, counties, and regional districts formed for various purposes, may be defined without any implication as to whether the waters within such boundaries form a single lake-like mass for purposes of riparian rights.

As discussed in Phelps, supra, the assumptions regarding riparian status in the Delta Lowlands Report, Exhibit WIC-8H, were made for the purposes of estimation of water use, and do not impact whether or not riparian rights actually exist through operation of law. (Phelps, pp. 13-14.) Section 4.4.3 provides additional discussion of the claims that interconnected groundwater forms a basis for riparian rights. As discussed there, absent a finding of shared bed and banks, the connection of groundwater with other waters is insufficient to find that surface and groundwater form the same waterbody.

The land in the Middle Roberts Island may be riparian to certain waterways but not to others. Therefore, evidence regarding connectivity to waterways (like Burns Cut-off) that are not Middle River or sloughs connected to Middle River is not relevant to whether Woods may serve such lands with water diverted from Middle River.

4.4.2 Swamp and Overflow Lands May Lose Riparian Rights

Woods et al. argue that the lands at issue necessarily have riparian rights by virtue of being reclaimed from swamp and overflow lands. They contend the transfer of these lands from federal to state ownership required reclamation, and reclamation in the Delta lands using levees, canals, ditches, floodgates and other water management systems fundamentally changed the flow systems on Roberts Island. Woods et al. state, without citation to anything in the evidentiary record, that the success of such reclamation was and is economically dependant on the ability to irrigate the land. Even if this is the case, they present no argument as to why a riparian right would be necessary for irrigation.

Woods et al. argue that the “levees and drainage and irrigation systems within the Delta lands were permanently substituted for the numerous natural watercourses … ‘in such a manner as to give rise to riparian rights.’” (Closing Brief, p. 50 [citing Tusher v. Gabrielsen (1988) 68
They also present two arguments why the State Water Board should apply an assumption that riparian rights in the Delta survived severance from contiguity with a waterbody, absent an expression of contrary intent. First, they argue that, in this context, a grantor of a parcel that became separated from contiguity with a waterbody gained no benefit from severing the riparian right of the non-contiguous parcel, as the grantor then bears additional costs for managing the irrigation system. Second, they argue that because of the high water table, abandoned land would return to swamp or waterbodies which use more water than irrigated cropland.

In *Chowchilla Farms, Inc. v. Martin* (1933) 219 Cal. 1, the California Supreme Court found that a permanent, man-made canal which funneled the waters of one natural stream into another had become a natural watercourse for the purposes of riparian rights. The canal ran through former swamp and overflow lands, which had been reclaimed in part through modifications to the natural stream channels, which caused the waters to cut the canal. (*Id.* at pp. 5-6, 19.) The canal permanently changed the course of the Kings River, conducting substantially all of its waters. (*Id.* at pp. 12, 19.)

While the State Water Board agrees that reclamation was intended to and did make permanent changes to the Delta's hydrology, it does not follow that all irrigation features were intended to substitute for natural watercourses. Reclamation may have re-shaped the then-existing natural channels by ending their flow into sloughs or building levees, and may have created new pathways through which natural flow may run. Riparian rights would attach to reconfigured or new channels that carry the natural flow of a stream. However, an irrigation canal, a drainage ditch, and a levee are not normally meant to carry the natural course of the stream. Levees are intended to prevent water from going where it normally would, whereas irrigation canals take water to land in a managed manner and drainage canals remove water from the land as needed. Any irrigation or drainage system connected to a surface flow, and in fact any diversion works so connected, makes some change in natural water flows, but this change is insufficient to cause riparian rights to attach. These are water management tools, rather than new pathways for the water of an original natural water body.

The fact that land was granted to certain parties contingent upon their reclaiming the land is not materially different from other land-grant methods, such as homesteading, that also depended on land recipients making productive use of the land. (E.g. Homestead Act of 1862, § 2; Stock Raising Homestead Act of 1916.) These other methods did not confer an automatic guarantee
of water rights: the land recipients had to acquire any water rights under state law, either through contiguity with a waterbody or by appropriation. (E.g. Williams v. City & County of San Francisco (1938) 24 Cal.App.2d 630, 638 [lands patented under Desert Lands Act of 1877 acquire water rights through state law].) There is no reason to conclude, or authority cited for the proposition, that settlement on lands that required drainage would somehow be different from lands that did not.

Parties have cited no evidence concerning the funding of reclamation in the Delta in general, or Middle Roberts Island or the Woods service area in particular, which links reclamation to riparian rights or irrigation systems. It appears that major reclamation on Roberts Island had been completed before Woods came into existence. (See, e.g. Exhibit MSS-R-14A, exh. 21 [discussing extensive levees around Roberts Island in 1875].) There is no evidence in the record regarding other irrigation systems that paid for such reclamation.

Woods et al.’s funding argument appears to rely on the assumption that only land carrying riparian rights would be a part of irrigation systems. As California allows water use by appropriation and through groundwater pumping, this assumption is faulty. In fact, the service agreements describe a method to pay for creating and operating an irrigation system that does not depend on any particular lands in the Woods service area having riparian rights. (Exhibits WIC-6O, 6P.) Additionally, the irrigation system at issue provides not only irrigation but also drainage services. Drainage services do not depend on any water rights at all.

Woods et al.’s argument concerning increased water use on unfarmed lands similarly relies on this faulty assumption, as farming does not depend on maintenance of riparian rights. Furthermore, cases regarding the loss of riparian rights on non-contiguous parcels of land do not rely on any determination regarding severed lands’ presumed water use with or without a riparian right. (E.g. Anaheim, supra, 150 Cal. at p. 331; Hudson v. Dailey (1909) 156 Cal. 617 [finding riparian right did not pass to defendants’ severed lands, but that defendants had overlying rights to pump despite allegation that this pumping interfered with plaintiff’s riparian right].)

As discussed in Phelps, land does not become riparian by virtue of its having been flooded or swamp land, as riparian rights do not attach to land that is under water. (Phelps, supra, at p. 11 [citing Hutchins, The California Law of Water Rights (1956) p. 210, Lux v. Haggin (1886) 69 Cal. 255, 413].) Furthermore, even if riparian rights did attach to such lands, there is no reason that such riparian right would be impossible to sever from the once-flooded land. (Ibid. [citing
The State Water Board declines to create a new rule that grantors of former swamp and overflow lands in the Delta need a clear expression to sever riparian rights to lands that become non-contiguous to a waterway.

4.4.3 Overlying or Riparian Rights to Underflow Cannot be Drawn from Surface Water, Even Under a Common Pool Theory

Distinguishing Anaheim v. Fuller (1907) 150 Cal. 327, and relying on Hudson v. Dailey (1909) 156 Cal. 617, and Turner v. James Canal Co. (1909) 155 Cal. 82, Woods et al. argue that the lands at issue all have riparian rights which they can draw from Middle River, and that lands in the Central Delta in general are incapable of being severed from riparian status, because the groundwater is in “immediate connection” with the streamflow. They further argue that even if the lands in the service area are not riparian to the groundwater, they may exercise their overlying rights by drawing water from Middle River, consistent with the no injury rule, because the groundwater and surface water form a common supply.

4.4.3.1 Woods has not provided sufficient evidence that the lands in the service area have a riparian right to Middle River via the groundwater

Hudson v. Dailey, supra, 156 Cal. at 626 states that landowners whose property overlies water “in such immediate connection with the surface stream as to make it a part of the stream” may also be considered riparian to the stream, as opposed to overlying landowners. (Ibid. [emphasis added].) Woods et al. submit that the type of connection between shallow groundwater and surface streams within the Woods service area provides such an “immediate connection.” They request that, should the State Water Board find that “underflow” or “underground flow” is necessary to establish such an “immediate connection,” that the Board explain such a finding and define the terms “underflow” and “underground flow.” They allege that the Board’s Phelps decision was unclear as to these terms and to the reasoning for applying an underflow requirement.

“Percolating waters” as opposed to “definite underground” or subterranean streams are the two major classifications of California groundwater “for the purpose of determining rights of use.” (Hutchins, supra, at p. 419.) While these distinctions may not be easy to make, and the physical situation may not always fit neatly within these distinctions, the California legislature
affirmed this primary distinction for purposes of legal classification of groundwater and the rights surrounding it in the Water Code. (Wat. Code, § 1200 [enacted after Hudson v. Dailey, supra, 156 Cal. 617 discussed the difficulty in distinguishing between the legal classifications of groundwater and established common pool theory for priority to address this difficulty]; N. Gualala Wat. Co. v. SWRCB (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 1577, 1590-91 [discussing “Alice-in-Wonderland” quality of groundwater disputes because the legal categories the Legislature has not chosen to alter “bear little or no relationship to hydrological realities.”].) There is a legal presumption that groundwater is percolating water: the burden to show otherwise is on the party so claiming. (Los Angeles v. Pomeroy (1899) 124 Cal. 597, 628-69, 633-34.)

**State Water Board Decision 1639** described the relationship between the terms “underflow” and “subterranean stream flowing through a known and definite channel.” (*Id.* at pp. 6-7.) The decision states that some subterranean streams are not interconnected with a surface stream, and went on to define underflow:

Underflow was defined in Los Angeles v. Pomeroy as having the following physical characteristics:
1. Underflow must be in connection with a surface stream;
2. Underflow must be flowing in the same general direction as the surface stream; and
3. Underflow must be flowing in a watercourse and within a space reasonably well defined. (124 Cal. at 624 [57 P. at 594].)

The relationship between subterranean streams and underflow is that both must flow in a watercourse. A watercourse must consist of bed, banks or sides, and water flowing in a defined channel. (*Id.* at 626 [57 P. at 595].) Thus, underflow is a subset of a subterranean stream flowing in known and definite channels.

(State Water Board Decision 1639 at p. 7.) North Gualala, *supra*, 139 Cal.App.4th, at pp. 1604-05, specifically rejects the contention that “underflow” is a third legal category, neither subterranean stream nor percolating groundwater. If finds that: “[r]ather, the pre-1913 case law suggests that underflows of surface streams were simply a subcategory of definite underground streams.” (*Id.* at p. 1605.) In light of these precedents, the definition of underflow is clear.

**Hudson v. Dailey**, upon which Woods et al. rely, concerned a number of defendants with groundwater rights in the vicinity of San Jose Creek. It differentiated among defendants whose land overlay “percolating water” and those whose groundwater that was so connected to the
surface water that it was a “part of the stream,” even as it discussed the difficulty in distinguishing between the two. (Id. at pp. 626-28.) While not holding that any of the lands overlay groundwater so connected that it was “part of the stream,” the court did find that “the water in the lands of many of the defendants would be of the class ordinarily designated as percolating water,” and that such percolating waters may feed a stream and be necessary to its continued flow. (Id. at p. 628.) Under Hudson v. Dailey, simply finding that groundwater feeds a stream, or that changes in surface diversions affect groundwater (or vice-versa) is insufficient to qualify the groundwater as part of the surface stream.

Hudson v. Dailey extended the logic of Katz v. Walkinshaw (1903) 141 Cal. 134 (which held that overlying users of groundwater are bound by reasonable use under the California Constitution’s Article 10, section 2, and the doctrine of correlative rights rather than the common law rule of capture) to hold that giving either riparians or overlying users a priority right to use a common supply did not make sense. Neither case addressed what, if any, rights the owners riparian to the underflow of the river had to the surface flows, or any other issues regarding point of diversion.

Thus, Hudson v. Dailey continues the longstanding common law distinction between percolating groundwater and groundwater flowing through known and definite channels. The “such immediate connection … as to make it a part of the stream” language does not establish a new test for classifying groundwater: the court, in fact, declines to classify the groundwater used by various defendants, as such a determination was not relevant to the priority issue before it. Instead, the language speaks to a definition of underflow as groundwater that is a part of a surface stream. The emphasis on degree of connection focuses on the case’s ultimate holding that, for purposes of determining priority of use, groundwaters closely connected to surface flows can use the same correlative priority system as surface waters, regardless of whether these groundwaters are percolating or part of the surface stream’s underflow.

The State Water Board recently addressed the question of how to determine whether subsurface water is percolating water or an underground stream in State Water Board Decision 1639:

[F]or groundwater to be classified as a subterranean stream flowing through a known and definite channel, the following physical conditions must exist:
1. A subsurface channel must be present;
2. The channel must have relatively impermeable bed and banks;
3. The course of the channel must be known or capable of being determined by reasonable inference; and
4. Groundwater must be flowing in the channel.
North Gualala, supra, 139 Cal.App.4th 1577, upheld this definition on review of its application in a later case, with some guidance as to interpretation of the test. The case cautioned against too broad a reading of the subterranean stream test. (Id. at pp. 1605-06.) First, it rejects the suggestion in State Water Board Order WR 2001-14 that all groundwater flowing in the San Fernando Valley is part of a subterranean stream. It cites Los Angeles v. Pomeroy for the contention that:

‘Water moving by force of gravity in a valley or basin of wide extent … and moving generally through the whole or through a large portion of the basin, along through the natural voids or interstices of the earth, composed of alluvial or other deposit lying throughout the entire basin … do not constitute a watercourse.’

(North Gualala, supra, 139 Cal.App.4th at p. 1606, fn. 19 [emphasis added].) Next, it specifically rejects the suggestion that an “impact test” is sufficient to meet the requirement of a “subterranean stream flowing through known and definite channels.” (Id. at p. 1606.)

Here, Woods has not shown that the groundwater beneath Woods’s service area meets the tests described in Gualala for a subterranean stream, much less that for underflow.12 None of the evidence Woods et al. cite discusses bed and banks of the claimed subterranean flow of Middle River. Therefore, it is legally assumed to be percolating groundwater. (Los Angeles v. Pomeroy, supra, 124 Cal. at 628.) Riparian rights do not attach to percolating groundwater. (Katz v. Walkinshaw, 141 Cal. 116, 139 [“percolating groundwater cannot be called an underground water course to which riparian rights attach”]; see also Hutchins, supra, pp. 446-454 [discussing separate origins of percolating groundwater law and riparian rights, and the analogies and distinctions between the doctrines].)

4.4.3.2 Overlying Groundwater Users May Not Divert from a Surface Stream Under the “Common Pool” Theory

Woods et al. argue that the State Water Board is either bound to determine or should extend precedent to determine that even non-riparian interconnected waters may be drawn from a surface stream.

---

12 Even if there had been sufficient evidence provided to demonstrate that all of the Woods service area is riparian to the underground flow of Middle River, this does not mean that the landowners would have the right to divert from the surface stream. See section 4.4.3.2.
4.4.3.2.1 *Hudson v. Dailey* Does Not Establish a Rule That Land Owners Above Interconnected Groundwater or Riparians to Underflow May Divert from the Surface Stream

Woods et al. argue that lands overlying interconnected groundwaters may divert from the surface stream, citing *Hudson v. Dailey*, to the effect that interconnected percolating, underflow and surface waters:

> should be considered a common supply, in which all who *by their natural situation have access to it* have a common right, and of which they may each make a reasonable use upon the land so situated, taking it either from the surface flow, or directly from the percolations beneath their lands. The natural rights of these defendants and the plaintiff in this common supply of water would therefore be coequal, except as to quantity, and correlative.

(*Id.* at p. 628 [emphasis added].)

The quoted language means that each of the plaintiffs and defendants may take the water under or contiguous to their land, not that owners of land above interconnected groundwater may divert from the surface stream. The quote is from a paragraph comparing the similarities between natural rights of water use based on a property’s access to water, be that percolating groundwater, a subterranean stream, or surface supply. A landowner whose property does not abut a surface stream does not have access to that surface stream by virtue of its “natural situation.” Conflicts regarding point of diversion were not presented in *Hudson v. Dailey*. In context, the reference to the natural advantages inherent in a particular piece of land concerned access to the common supply by virtue of a right to divert from a source that makes use of that common supply, not a reference to points of diversion on others’ land, in a manner contrary to prior decisions. (See section 4.4.3.2.2, below, for discussion of *Anaheim Union Water Co. v. Fuller* (1907) 150 Cal. 327.)

Similarly, contrary to Woods et al.’s arguments, the language above regarding coequal rights does not lend itself to the interpretation that such “equality” erases all distinctions regarding the exercise of rights. Such a reading would erase not only law regarding point of diversion, but also all other distinctions among the differing systems that regulate groundwater and surface riparian rights. The equality language, like the rest of the decision, is directed to the issue of priority among competing demands on waters that form a common pool, and should not be read to alter, sub silentio, the long-standing rules of water use for situations not presented.
4.4.3.2.2 The State Water Board Declines to Create Such a Rule

Woods et al. request the State Water Board create a rule that landowners with a riparian or overlying right to groundwater interconnected with surface water in a common pool may divert from the surface stream. Woods et al. argue that this interpretation is consistent with Turner v. James Canal Co. (1909) 155 Cal. 82 and Anaheim, supra, 150 Cal. 327, and with case law allowing a common point of diversion from a surface stream for multiple users with rights to the stream’s waters.

Turner v. James Canal Co. permits surface riparians to divert from “any convenient point” on a surface stream, including after its confluence with a larger stream, as long as such diversion point does not injure other riparian water users. It does not address the rights of landowners whose property overlies solely a subterranean stream.

Anaheim, supra, 150 Cal. 327, concerned in part the ability of a landowner who claimed that his land was at least in part riparian to the underflow of Chino Creek to divert water from the surface of that creek. The court held that such a diversion was impermissible, stating:

We are certain that such location of the land, with relation to the stream, does not carry the right to divert water from the surface stream, conduct or transport it across intervening land to the tract thus separated from such surface stream, and there apply it to use on the latter to the injury of lands which abut upon the proper banks of the surface stream, and, hence, that even if the Smith land were all within the watershed, such location upon the underground flow does not justify the diversion the defendants were making from the surface stream…

(Id. at p. 332.)

Woods et al. argue for a narrow interpretation of Anaheim, claiming that it applies only when diversions from the surface stream would cause injury to the landowners contiguous to the surface stream. Anaheim’s rule is based on the reasoning that treating a right to divert from groundwater as a right to divert from the surface stream would injure riparian right holders in general, not upon proof that any particular riparian right holder would be injured. In fact, Anaheim concluded that the riparian plaintiffs do not have to show any harm from defendants’ actions in diverting water from the surface stream under claim of right to divert as a riparian to the underflow in order to obtain an injunction. (Anaheim, supra, 150 Cal. at p. 333.)

No case that the parties presented and no other authority that the State Water Board has been able to find has held that landowners whose lands include groundwater may divert from
interconnected surface waters on the basis of the connection to groundwater. The State Water Board has held to the contrary. (Phelps, supra, p. 12.)

4.4.4 The State Water Board is Not Estopped from Contesting the Water Rights of Owners of Swamp and Overflow Lands

Woods et al. assert that the State Water Board should be estopped from contesting the riparian rights of owners of former swamp and overflow lands, because the State “was apprised how the reclamation [of swamp and overflow lands] would be accomplished, and the State intended that its conduct would be acted upon in the precise manner in which it was acted upon.” Further, they assert that “there is no evidence that those relying upon the state’s conduct were otherwise aware nor did the State make any effort to make them aware to the contrary, and the owners clearly relied on the continued viability of their water supply and the underlying rights” for more than 100 years.

To the extent that Woods et al. are asserting that an earlier lack of enforcement or investigation of water rights law in the Delta somehow prevents the State Water Board from investigating diversions and enforcing the law, the Board rejected this assertion in Phelps, and rejects it again here. (See Phelps, pp. 13-14 [upheld in Phelps v. SWRCB (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 89, 113-16].)

The contention that the State Water Board may not enforce water right law in the Delta because the state encouraged reclamation of the area is unpersuasive. Woods et al. fail to cite to any evidence in the record regarding any promises made to any Delta landowner in the Woods current service area regarding water rights. Requiring landowners in the Delta to conform with the same water laws enacted to encourage application of water to beneficial use and to promote reasonable use throughout the state as all other water users, including all other farmers, is not contrary to use of these lands as reclaimed. Agriculture throughout the state, including in other areas brought into production with state and/or federal assistance, is subject to the California law of water rights, including the prohibition against unauthorized diversion and use. (See generally People v. Shirokow (1980) 26 Cal.3d 301, 309 [Any use other than riparian or pre-1914 appropriative is conditioned upon compliance with the statutory appropriation procedures administered by the State Water Board].)

4.4.5 Hereditaments Language in Deeds is Insufficient to Maintain a Riparian Right

Woods et al. argue that, because a riparian water right is a hereditament, and the deeds transferring the lands within the Woods service area from patenting until creation of Woods
contain language transferring “tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances,” the deeds demonstrate an intent to maintain riparian rights.

The definition of hereditament is: “1. Any property that can be inherited, anything that passes by intestacy. 2. Real property; land.” (Black’s Law Dictionary, 7th Ed., p. 730.) As this term does not describe something more specific than real property, it is unclear why Woods et al. argue that using this term somehow would indicate an intention regarding riparian rights specifically. Riparian rights are inherent in land that is contiguous to a waterbody. The requirement for specificity in a deed or another showing of intent for the right to continue to adhere in land made non-contiguous to the river is not affected by general hereditaments language any more so than by any other language referring to property. In Murphy Slough, supra, the court did not interpret a deed that purported to transfer hereditaments to a strip of land to include a transfer of the riparian right. (Id., 27 Cal.App.3d at pp. 652, 658.)

The deeds referenced do not indicate an intent to retain riparian rights in non-contiguous lands.

4.4.6 Evidence Beyond the Deeds Does Not Indicate an Intent to Maintain Riparian Rights to Middle River on Non-Contiguous Lands

With the exception of Parcel 2, no party has provided evidence of an intent to maintain riparian rights to Middle River on the lands which became non-contiguous to the river after the transfer of Parcel 2 in 1891. The mere fact that the lands were once connected as part of a larger agrarian tract is insufficient evidence of such an intent. (Hudson v. Dailey, supra, 156 Cal. pp. 624-25 [“the mere fact that it was part of the rancho to which the riparian right had extended while the ownership was continuous from it to the banks of the stream would not reserve that right to the severed tract”].) Hudson v. Dailey states that, absent mention in a conveyance, indicia of an intent to maintain riparian rights could include prior deliveries of water from the waterbody, ditches from the waterbody to the non-contiguous parcel or other conditions indicating the right should continue. (Ibid.) All these examples rely on objectively verifiable evidence regarding the specific properties at issue.

13 Even if hereditaments language in a deed were sufficient to maintain a riparian right in a parcel that becomes non-contiguous, this language is irrelevant in a deed that refers to the rights of the transferred contiguous parcel: such a deed says nothing about the rights remaining in the non-contiguous tract of land. (See Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A [showing transfer of parcel contiguous to Middle River from larger tract of lands owned by Stewart et al.].) If any meaning relating to riparian rights is attributable to the term, it would tend to cut against the retention of the right in the remaining, non-contiguous tract, as it would suggest that the right was transferred to the contiguous tract of land.
Here, there is no evidence that Stewart et al. diverted any water from Middle River for purposes of irrigation, or that any irrigation occurred in the area before 1898 when Woods began construction of a gravity flow diversion system. (Exhibit MSS-R-14, exhs. 5, 6.) If such irrigation were ongoing, it is unclear why a new diversion system would require construction or be newsworthy. There is no evidence that Stewart et al. was engaged in irrigated agriculture. Additionally, there is no evidence that Stewart et al. used water on the land for any purpose or, if it had, that they would have drawn such water from Middle River as opposed to from Burns Cut-Off (to which it was also riparian) or from the San Joaquin River, from which Stewart et al. could have developed an appropriative right.

Woods et al. argue that the lands in the Delta were intended to be used for agriculture and that therefore the intention of the parties must have been to maintain a riparian right to Middle River for all the properties. Such reasoning does not constitute specific evidence regarding the parties to a particular transaction. Furthermore, the argument’s logic does not hold in a legal framework under which it is possible to develop appropriative rights to water, or in a transaction in which the property that lost connection to Middle River maintained contiguity to other waterbodies. (See Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A.)

4.4.7 Rights Based on Contiguity to Historic Sloughs

Woods et al. argue that lands within the Woods service area maintained riparian rights by virtue of a connection to sloughs that received water from Middle River. It is possible in certain circumstances for a landowner riparian to a slough to draw water under a riparian right from the main watercourse connected to the slough. (See Turner v. James Canal Co. (1909) 155 Cal. 82.) Parties presented specific evidence regarding Duck Slough, which no longer exists, and an unnamed interior slough along the more easterly of Woods’s diversion canals from Middle River. The testimony and evidence refer to “historic” sloughs. Some of the evidence relating to such sloughs is in historical documents, but some is based on soil deposits and geological and hydrogeological analysis, which could relate to sloughs in pre-historic times. For ease of reference, this order uses the term “historic” to refer to evidence concerning both pre-historic and historic water bodies.

14 Woods et al.’s closing brief refers to multiple interior island sloughs, but does not cite to evidence regarding these. While there are several references in the evidence to other potential waterways that may have been present on Roberts Island, there is not sufficient information in the record regarding these sloughs for the Board to make any meaningful determination regarding riparian rights to draw from Middle River in Woods service area. Mr. Moore, a witness for Woods, suggested that riparian features covered much of the Woods service area, at some point in time, and that there is good correlation between historic riparian features and the main canals and ditches of the Woods delivery system. (Exhibits WIC-2 relating to WIC-2L, WIC-2K.) His testimony, however, did not clarify how long ago the historic features carried natural flow and from where. Mr. Moore also testified that the only natural sloughs connected with Middle River after reclamation were Duck Slough and the unnamed slough along the path of what is now the more easterly of Woods’ diversions from Middle River. (RT pp. 270:20 – 271:10.)
Valley Water Company (1918) 178 Cal. 450, Woods et al. argue that a natural watercourse does not lose its character as such because a dam regulates the water running through it, and that therefore the properties abutting Duck Slough and the unnamed slough at the time of the service contracts have retained riparian rights to Middle River.

The mere fact that the bed and banks of what was once a natural channel remain after a permanent change in the flow of a watercourse is insufficient to show the maintenance of a riparian right to water that would once have naturally flowed in that watercourse. (Rancho Santa Margarita, supra, 11 Cal.2d at pp. 548-49 ["In past ages this mesa land may have been delta land, and may have been riparian to the river, but riparian rights are not determined by past geologic formations but by the present natural topography."]); Wholey v. Caldwell (1895) 108 Cal. 95, 100-101 [when because of natural causes “the flow is lost, the [riparian] right is lost with it … ¶… ‘A watercourse running between the lands of A and B, which leaves its course and suddenly and sensibly makes its channel wholly upon the land of A, belongs wholly to A.’"] [quoting Hale’s De Jure Maris, c. 1]; McKissick Cattle Co. v. Alsaga (1919) 41 Cal.App. 380, 387-90; State of California ex. Re. State Lands Comm’n v. Superior Court (1995) 11 Cal.4th 50, 79 [discussing accretion and avulsion in river systems by artificial causes].) The ability of a former riparian owner whose land has lost contiguity with the water to divert water from the new channel back to the original one depends on doing so within a reasonable time, and on not disturbing the rights of others. (McKissick Cattle Co., supra, 41 Cal.App. at p. 389.)

The State Water Board sees no reason why a permanent change to flows caused by long-standing reclamation projects, which have altered completely the prior swamp area, should be treated differently. (Compare Chowchilla Farms v. Martin (1933) 219 Cal. 1 [holding that channel formed through prior swamplands for reclamation purposes had taken on attributes of a natural channel for riparian rights purposes].) The cases Woods et al. rely on are not to the contrary. Smith v. Los Angeles, supra, 66 Cal.App.2d 562, concerned the definition of a natural channel for liability purposes for property damage caused in part by levee strengthening. It does not address the potential riparian rights of those bordering the channel after water had been permanently diverted to the other branch of the stream. Lindblom, supra, 178 Cal. 450, concerns the maintenance of riparian rights when an upstream senior appropriator has blocked off all flow to a streambed to supply mining operations, but no longer beneficially uses its diversion. The case stands for the rule that an upstream appropriation does not cause downstream riparians to lose their rights. (Id. at p. 433 ["a watercourse …. would not lose that [natural] character by a mere diversion …"]). Such a “mere diversion” is not a permanent
alteration to the geography of the area comparable to reclamation, a process undertaken with the intent to permanently change the area from swamp to dry land.

Riparian rights remain in natural waterbodies whose flow is regulated or changed by upstream higher-priority diversions, even as the extent of the right is measured by the natural flow. (See Lindblom, supra, 178 Cal. at p. 457.) Thus, construction of a barrier does not necessarily deprive a natural watercourse of its character as such for riparian rights purposes, where the barrier serves to regulate flows as opposed to permanently changing the course of the waterbody.

4.4.7.1 Duck Slough
Duck Slough is a historic slough, which no longer exists. (RT pp. 716:24 – 717:2). The parties contest whether the former Duck Slough was ever connected to Middle River, and Woods and MSS parties both presented extensive evidence and conducted extensive cross-examination regarding the slough. Woods presented testimony by certified engineer Christopher Neudeck and registered geologist and certified hydrogeologist Donald Moore to the effect that Duck Slough extended from Burns Cut-off to Middle River, and that the direction of flow to the connecting waterbodies depended on the tides, but was primarily from Middle River into the slough. They testified that Duck Slough ran along the extent of the feature sometimes labeled Cross Levee and sometimes labeled High Ridge Levee, and along which Inland Drive now runs.

Mr. Moore relies on photographs enhanced through stereo-pairs analysis and compared with historic maps to support his conclusion that Duck Slough was connected to Middle River. (Exhibit WIC-2.) He further relies on comparison with soil analysis performed by Ken Lajoie in 2010 in preparation for a set of separate enforcement hearings to bolster this conclusion. (Exhibits WIC-2, WIC-2K.) 16 Neither the photographs nor additional information on the work by Mr. Lajoie or Mr. Atwater were submitted into evidence, although it would have been within Woods’s power to do so, as Woods apparently provided the photographs to other parties, Mr. Moore worked with Mr. Lajoie on developing the evidence used, and Mr. Lajoie apparently testified in other recent hearings before the Board regarding his work. (RT pp. 234:13-25;

---

16 Exhibit WIC-2K also includes information from a 1982 map by Brian Atwater of historic streamcourses. However, this Atwater map was not submitted into evidence, and because the color red is used to indicate both Mr. Atwater and Mr. Lajoie’s work, it is unclear from Mr. Moore’s compilation whether Mr. Atwater’s map shows a historic Duck Slough connecting with Middle River. Mr. Moore’s general statement about consistency between his interpretation of photos and Mr. Atwater’s mapping is not specific enough to provide information on Duck Slough, in particular. (See RT p. 314:2-23.) His testimony that the labels A, B, C & D on Exhibit WIC-6K correlate to the Atwater map suggest that the map did not include Duck Slough connecting to Middle River. (See RT pp. 257:8-9, 323:24-324:2)
While these factors do not make Mr. Moore’s testimony inadmissible, they limit the weight the State Water Board will give to the evidence. (See Evid. Code, § 412 [“If weaker and less satisfactory evidence is offered when it was within the power of the party to produce stronger and more satisfactory evidence, the evidence offered should be viewed with distrust”].)

The map showing Mr. Lajoie’s soil analysis indicates that deposits from Middle River reached into Robert’s Island, indicating that there was water bringing the soils up. (Exhibit WIC-2K; RT p. 205:7-17.) There is no indication of how long ago this occurred, however. The deposits could have been over geologic time, while the relevant period for determining whether riparian rights attach is the present day.

Mr. Moore testified that the feature he identified as Duck Slough contained water in 1937, based on 1937 photographs, including photographs that showed reflections from the water which were not included in the exhibits, because they were “somewhat objectionable.” (RT pp. 278:11 – 279:5) He also testified that the feature had been filled in by 1940. (RT p. 308:1-17.)

On cross-examination, MSS parties introduced evidence concerning a proposed irrigation canal to run alongside the levee, on the eastern side. (Exhibit MSS-2.) It is unclear why such a canal would be necessary, if there were a slough already existing along the same path. It is also unclear that Mr. Moore could distinguish between a canal that followed High Ridge Levee and a slough that followed High Ridge Levee in the 1937 photographs.

Furthermore, the maps which Mr. Moore used to develop his interpretation of the photographs, including the Duck Slough feature, do not definitively label the feature as a slough, and one of them, the Holt Quadrangle Map, does not depict a feature in the area of Duck Slough. (See Exhibits WIC-2A, WIC-2B, WIC-2C, WIC-2D.)

Mr. Neudeck testified that he interpreted a series of maps from the late 1800’s through the early 1900’s to indicate that there was water in Duck Slough from Middle River to Burns Cut-off. On most of the maps, the line between Middle River to Burns Cut-off was labeled as a levee, a canal or not labeled at all, rather than being labeled Duck Slough. (See e.g. Exhibit WIC-4, exhs. 3H, 3L, 3P, 3Q, 3S.) Some maps do label Duck Slough, but on these the line either does

---

17 Section 4.6.1.1 addresses Woods et al.’s request to take official notice of the proceedings in the Dunkel, Mussi, and Pak and Young matters, which presumably include more information regarding Mr. Lajoie’s work.
not extend to Middle River, or it is unclear that the label is for the entire length of the line between Burns Cut-off and Middle River. (See e.g. Exhibit WIC-4, exhs. 3N, 3O.) Mr. Neudeck testified that the slough ran along the eastern side of the levee. (RT pp. 574:19-576:22.)

Mr. Neudeck interpreted events described in *Nelson v. Robinson* (1941) 47 Cal.App.2d 520, regarding seepage damage to property in the vicinity of the High Ridge Levee near Middle River in 1924 to confirm the existence of Duck Slough, because the case discusses the filling of a slough that seeped onto plaintiff's property, which Mr. Neudeck states could have only been Duck Slough. (Exhibit WIC-4, pp. 1-2.) On cross examination, he drew a schematic of how he believed the properties, Middle River, Duck Slough, the irrigation canal, and High Ridge Levee to be situated. (MSS-8.) However, his interpretation that Duck Slough was filled-in relies on there being an error in the actual discussion of the facts. (*Id.* at p. 2.)

Mr. Neudeck testified that the slough stopped carrying water in 1926. (RT p. 513:15-22.) Mr. Neudeck further testified that a “floating steam shovel” had dredged material from Duck Slough to improve and create the High Ridge Levee (including the part of the levee adjacent to a particular parcel which is closer to Middle River than Burns Cut-off), based on a dissertation mentioning the use of such a dredge. (Exhibit WIC-4A, pp. 2-3 [referencing Exhibit WIC-4A, exh. 3K]; see also Exhibit WIC-41, exh. 3F [map showing referenced Mussi property].) On cross-examination, he acknowledged that he did not know how far down from Burns Cut-off the floating dredge progressed. (RT pp. 626:14-627:12.)

MSS parties presented testimony by Stephen Wee, a historian with an emphasis on environmental history, that Duck Slough extended from Burns Cut-off into the interior of Roberts Island to Honker Lake Mound, partly bordering High Ridge Levee. Mr. Wee analyzed the same maps submitted by Mr. Neudeck, with the conclusion that Duck Slough did not extend to Middle River. (See generally exhibits MSS-R-14, MSS-R-14A.) His analysis of the coloration of sloughs and other waterbodies on assessors maps is more convincing than Mr. Neudeck’s assertion that blue coloring on assessors maps indicated waterbodies. (Exhibit MSS-R-14, pp. 2-3.) He submitted additional maps from the mid- to late-1800’s depicting a slough extending from Burns Cut-off in the same location as the Duck Slough, High Ridge Levee, Cross Levee, Inland Drive feature, but not extending to Middle River. (Exhibits MSS-R-14A, exhs. 17, 18 & 19.) Exhibit MSS-3, a map from *Settlement Geography of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta*, John Thompson, 1937, which MSS parties presented during the cross-examination of Mr. Nomellini, similarly depicts an unlabeled water body extending from Burns Cut-off at the location of Duck Slough, but not extending to Middle River.
Mr. Wee additionally submitted evidence that an 1875 survey of Roberts Island from Middle River found no slough connecting to Middle River at the location of High Ridge Levee. (Exhibits MSS-R-14, pp. 6-7; MSS-R-14A, exhs. 21, 22.) Finally, he presented a review of historical documents relating to the building of High Ridge Levee and the attempted dredging of Duck Slough which indicate that the southern portion of High Ridge Levee was not completed by a floating dredger in a slough, in contravention of Mr. Neudeck’s testimony. (See generally Exhibits MSS-R-14, pp. 6-12; MSS-R-14A, exhs. 21-37.) These sources discuss the connection with Duck Slough near Burns Cut-off, but do not mention it extending to Middle River. (E.g. Exhibit MSS-R-14A, 21, 23, 24, 33.)

Mr. Wee testified that a gate was installed at the junction of Duck Slough and Burns Cut-off in 1876 to allow drainage from the slough to escape, but to prevent water from Burns Cut-off from entering the slough. (See MSS-R-14A, exh. 36.) He states that Duck Slough had been filled in by 1913. (RT pp. 968:20-969:14.)

As a whole, the evidence that Duck Slough never extended to Middle River is more convincing than the evidence that it did. Even if Duck Slough did at one point intersect with Middle River there is evidence that any such connection would have been dammed off before any irrigation began, and before the land on Robert’s Island was subdivided and purchased by the Woods Brothers. (Exhibits MSS-R-14, pp. 6-7; MSS-R-14, exh. 6; MSS-R-14A, exhs. 21, 22.) Therefore, there is no reason to believe that such reclamation was not intended as a permanent, avulsive change in the waterbody. Moreover, Duck Slough no longer exists, and therefore any riparian rights to Duck Slough have been lost. (Rancho Santa Margarita v. Vail, supra, 11 Cal.2d at pp. 548-549; Wholey v. Caldwell, supra, 108 Cal. at pp. 100-101.) For the foregoing reasons, historic contiguity to Duck Slough cannot provide the basis for a valid water right.

4.4.7.2 Unnamed Interior Island Slough
An interior island slough appears on a range of early maps, in the location of the current Woods diversion facilities, and extending along the first part of what is now the primary eastern canal for the Woods service area. (See Exhibits WIC 2-2A, WIC 2-2B, WIC 2-2D, WIC 6-L [enlarged detail of Exhibit WIC 2-2B]: see also Exhibit WIC 2-2L and accompanying Moore testimony discussing slough.) The unnamed slough crosses parcels 2, 5 and 7 on the map showing
conveyances from Stewart et al. to the Woods brothers. 18 (Exhibit MSS-R-14, Woods Exhibit 7A.) Mr. Gibbs noted in his report from the 1875 survey of the island for reclamation purposes that it would be necessary to dam the slough in order to reclaim the island. (Exhibit MSS-R-14A-21.) This report also notes that the sloughs on Roberts Island will assist in draining the interior. (Ibid.)

No party has presented convincing evidence that the slough was intended to continue functioning as a natural watercourse under a regulated flow regime. Rather, the Gibbs report suggests that its damming was intended to alter the flow of Middle River to prevent it from entering the slough, with the goal of permanent reclamation of the island. The fact that the feature was used early on for irrigation and possibly drainage (see, e.g. Exhibit WIC-2A) and that it still is today, does not indicate to the contrary.

4.5 Issuance of a CDO is Appropriate Even If it Might Result in No Decrease or A Slight Increase in Water Use On the Island

Woods et al. argue that the State Water Board should not issue a CDO because halting Woods’s diversions would result in increased water usage because of the reduced water requirements of agriculture as compared to uncultivated areas.

A diversion may be unauthorized and the State Water Board may issue a CDO regardless of whether it has a water impact on others, and whether or not it results in more or less water in the waterbody from which water is being diverted. (See Wat. Code, §§ 1052, 1225, 1831.) It is state policy that the State Water Board should “take vigorous action … to prevent unlawful diversion of water.” (Wat. Code, § 1825.) The State Water Board has identified water right enforcement of diversions in and affecting the Delta as a high priority in the updates to the overall Strategic Plan and the specific strategic workplan for the Delta, of which it now takes official notice. (The California Water Boards’ 2010 Update to Strategic Plan 2008-2010, p. 6, available at: 


http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/bay_delta/strategic_plan/doc

18 Note that the conveyance of parcel 7 was of a one-half interest. The other half appears to have been transferred to Blossom. (Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A.)
This priority is for both water quality and water supply reasons. (Ibid.)

While the argument that irrigation will increase water availability for other users would be relevant for a consideration of water availability, were Woods or another water user in the area to apply for a water right permit, it does not provide authority for an otherwise unauthorized diversion. The State Water Board has expended considerable resources to investigate, prosecute and hold an extensive hearing on an unauthorized diversion. Woods has not shown that issuance of such a CDO would be contrary to the public interest.

Additionally, Woods’s evidence regarding the claim that the CDO will result in increased water use is not convincing. Mr. Nomellini testified that, as a general rule, each acre of agriculture saves approximately 2 acre-feet per annum of water. (See e.g. RT p. 579:5-9.) The evidence submitted to substantiate this claim is less clear, however. It shows that uncultivated areas can use less water, more water, or the same amount of water as irrigated agriculture, depending on the crops grown, whether the crops are irrigated, the type of vegetation on uncultivated areas, and a variety of other factors. (See WIC-8F [letter from Department of Water Resources to State Water Board regarding reduced water savings, and no water savings in some areas, of Delta land fallowing because of weed growth]; WIC-8B, p. 26 [chart showing consumptive use estimates for a variety of crops and native vegetation]; WIC-8E [extensive report discussing a range of factors to consider in estimating Delta diversions and return flows, including soil type, vegetation, irrigation efficiency].) Some of these documents also address water quality impacts from irrigation. (See e.g. WIC-8E.)

Additionally, Woods has produced no evidence that the land would be taken out of agricultural production if diversions were limited to 77.7 cfs., rather than responding with efficiencies in irrigation or with adjusting crops planted. (See WIC 8E, p. 60 [showing changing cropping patterns on a different Delta island in dry and critically dry years, with no increase in native or riparian vegetation].)

4.6 Some Provisions of the Draft CDO are Unsupported in the Record

No parties presented evidence regarding the necessity to impose certain provisions of the draft CDO. No allegation of, or evidence concerning, waste or unreasonable use arose during the hearing, so the requirement that Woods’s monitoring plan include information on “The measures taken to ensure reasonable beneficial diversion and use of water by Woods’s users, and for the reduction of discharges of unused fresh water back into Delta waters” or other information on
discharges or spilling back into Delta waters or on the crops being served is unsupported in the record and will not be included in this order.

4.7 Evidentiary Issues

4.7.1 Woods, SDWA and CDWA Evidentiary Claims

4.7.1.1 Request for Official Notice
Woods et al. requested the State Water Board to take official notice of a series of grant deeds from Stewart et al. for transfers of land contiguous to Middle River, but not within the Woods service area. The State Water Board takes official notice of these deeds under Evidence Code section 452, subdivisions (c) and (g). (See Lockhart v. MUM, Inc. (2009) 175 Cal.App.4th 1452, 1460-61.) The deeds tend to show that the lands remaining in Stewart et al.’s possession after June 8, 1891 (when Parcel 2 was transferred) lost contiguity to Middle River, as discussed in section 4.2.3.

Woods et al. additionally request that all evidence in the records for the Mussi, Pak & Young, and Dunkel matters¹⁹ be incorporated into the Woods hearing, as “the issues are similar, the parties are identical, and the evidence … is substantially interrelated.” The motion does not present a theory as to why the entire records of three additional enforcement proceedings are relevant to the Woods enforcement matter.

In fact, the parties in all these proceedings are not identical: each entity facing a proposed enforcement action is different. While each of these parties has the same counsel, the same parties have intervened in each case, and there was a large degree of overlap in witnesses for each matter, the core of each hearing is whether or not the Board should issue a CDO based on a threatened or actual unauthorized diversion by the named entity.

All the parties to the current matter were given ample opportunity over five days of hearings to present all the information they believed to be relevant to the question of whether Woods had the necessary water rights to cover its diversions from Middle River. The hearing officers permitted time extensions for cases-in-chief, extensive cross-examination, redirect and re-cross examination, and rebuttals. The proper method to incorporate evidence from any other hearings would have been to present it at this hearing, and allow cross examination and rebuttal regarding the evidence, as, for example, Woods did by submitting as an exhibit the testimony

¹⁹ These matters are additional enforcement hearings before the State Water Board regarding alleged unauthorized diversions in the Delta, on Middle Roberts Island.
that Mr. Neudeck presented in the Mussi matter. (See Exhibit WIC-4A.) Mr. Neudeck was then cross-examined based on this submittal, and both the exhibit and the oral testimony form part of the Woods hearing record. (See e.g. RT pp. 623:14-626:13, 636:4-643:18.) The MSS parties similarly submitted into evidence in this hearing evidence originally prepared for the Mussi hearing, Mr. Wee’s interpretation of which was then subjected to extensive cross-examination. (See Exhibits MSS-R-14 & MSS-R-14A; RT, Vol. V, pp. 1133-1258 [generally].) The fact that the evidence from the Mussi hearing was the subject of cross-examination indicates that it is not the type of information suitable for submission for its truth upon official notice.

It was additionally clear from the hearing itself that the hearing record the State Water Board would consider was only the record from the Woods hearing. (RT pp. 317:5 – 318:10.) During the hearing, Woods appeared to understand that it was necessary to submit evidence into the record that it wished the Board to consider. (RT p. 317:17-23.)

Mr. O’Laughlin, the attorney for MID, did, on the fourth hearing day, bring up the possibility of drafting a stipulation among the parties to allow into evidence certain, as-yet-to-be-agreed-upon parts of the records in the other ongoing Delta enforcement hearings, with an eye towards assisting the trial court, in the likely event that the Woods matter goes on to judicial review. (RT pp. 901:20-902:21, 904:17-20; 905: 9-20.) The hearing officer stated that such a stipulation regarding certain elements of the other hearings would be an acceptable manner in which to proceed, and would be considered. (RT pp. 904:17-20, 906:3-11.) However, the parties filed no such stipulation. The prosecution team objected to the potential for a wholesale merger of the records, and the hearing officer indicated that such a merger would not be acceptable. (RT pp. 905:21-906:2-9.)

The State Water Board declines to incorporate evidence from multiple additional days of hearings on other matters into the current record through official notice.

4.7.1.2 It was Proper to Exclude the Neudeck Testimony from the Phelps case from the Record

Woods et al. assert that Mr. Neudeck’s testimony from the Phelps case was improperly excluded from the record because it does not serve only to support the Delta Pool theory and because the appellate court in Phelps v. State Water Resources Control Board (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 89 did not reject the “common underground/surface supply theory.”

On the third day of hearing, June 25, 2010, Mr. O’Laughlin filed a motion to strike
Mr. Neudeck’s testimony from the *Phelps* case, presented as Exhibits WIC 4A, exh. 3V and WIC-4D. One of the reasons given for the motion was that the testimony was irrelevant, as it served only to support a legal contention which the Board had already rejected in the *Phelps* case, namely that the groundwaters beneath the lands on Roberts Island provide a riparian right to the surface waters, because those waters are so connected.

On June 29, 2010, the hearing team requested on behalf of the hearing officer that the parties be prepared to discuss all evidentiary motions and objections at the hearing on July 2, 2010. On the last day of hearing, July 2, 2010, Mr. Herrick was unable to articulate any other reason than that presented in the motion to strike why the testimony was relevant. (RT at pp. 1268:2–1269:4.) On July 19, 2010 the hearing officer granted the motion, finding it irrelevant to the Woods proceeding.

On September 3, 2010, Woods et al. filed an opposition to Mr. O’Laughlin’s motion alleging that it was procedurally improper and that it mischaracterized the relevance of Mr. Neudeck’s testimony. While Woods et al. are correct that the Board did not invite motions, the Board did allow objections to be raised to admitting testimony. The motion to strike served the same function as an oral objection to admission of the testimony, which the Board did allow during the hearing, and the motion was submitted at the time the Board requested such objections. Additionally, parties were given additional time to respond to this motion and all the evidentiary objections to submission of Woods’s evidence, rather than being required to respond at the time objections were made.

Woods et al.’s brief enumerates five additional theories as to why the testimony regarding the interconnection of the ground and surface waters is relevant. The State Water Board rejects all of these theories.

The brief and motion are untimely in raising these issues, which should have been addressed at the hearing and certainly before the ruling issued. The hearing officer’s ruling excluding the testimony from the record stands.

### 4.7.1.3 Mr. Wee’s Credibility

Woods et al. argue that Mr. Wee is an unreliable witness. The majority of this argument relies on statements not in the record. The parties had the ability to cross-examine Mr. Wee in the hearing, including the ability to impeach him as a witness. In fact, the parties had additional time to prepare for such cross-examination, as the final hearing date was postponed at the
request of Woods's attorney, which was joined by the attorneys for County and CDWA and SDWA. (RT pp. 977:15-978:7, 1109:19-1125:24.) The State Water Board disagrees with the assertion that Mr. Wee is an unreliable witness.

4.7.2 MSS Parties’ Evidentiary Objections
MSS parties seek to “renew” their evidentiary objections and motions, without responding to any of the reasons given for the hearing officer’s rulings on these motions. Additionally, their brief fails to explain on what grounds they raise a hearsay objection to Exhibits WIC 2E-2K, despite the hearing officer’s request that the parties address this issue in briefing. There is no reason to address these evidentiary issues again in this order.

5.0 CONCLUSION
The evidence indicates that Woods has diverted, and threatens to again divert above 77.7 cfs from Middle River without a known basis of right. Therefore the State Water Board will issue a Cease and Desist Order consistent with the rationale above.

ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT pursuant to sections 1831 through 1836 of the Water Code, within 60 days Woods shall cease and desist from diverting water in excess of 77.7 cfs at any time, unless and until compliance with the following is accepted and approved by the Deputy Director for Water Rights:

1. Woods shall within 60 days of the date of this Order, submit a list of all properties and owners who receive water delivered by Woods’s diversion system, and the basis of right for such deliveries, including whether such right is riparian or appropriative, and what entity holds the right. For rights not recognized in this Order, the basis of right must be substantiated by different information than was provided during this hearing. If the basis of right for property outside the original Woods service area is transfer of an appropriative right from within the original Woods service area, the information provided to the Deputy Director for Water Rights must include proof of a reduction of use within the Woods service area commensurate with deliveries to the properties outside the Woods service area. If the information provided does not establish a basis of right acceptable to the Deputy Director for Water Rights, Woods shall not deliver water to that property.
2. If a water user within the Woods service area provides information beyond that provided in this hearing, and such information demonstrates an additional basis of right for deliveries of water acceptable to the Deputy Director for Water Rights, after issuance of this Order, Woods may deliver water to the user upon notification of approval by the Deputy Director for Water Rights.

3. Woods shall within 120 days of the date of this order, provide a Monitoring Plan for approval by the Deputy Director for Water Rights that includes, at a minimum:
   (1) Provisions for monthly record-keeping of the amounts and rates of water diverted from Middle River and the amounts and rates delivered to specific users and the acreage served;
   (2) Installation of measuring devices at the points of diversion for the Woods' system;
   (3) A method to track water use by individual users, such as the installation of meters at all points of delivery to water users; and
   (4) An operator's manual, flow chart, or other instruction that identifies the process to be taken by Woods’s employees to routinely measure and record diversions at Woods's pump stations, and deliveries to individual users, and the maintenance and calibration schedule of all measuring devices used to comply with this order. The instructions should be available to any of Woods’s employees that are trained to operate the Woods irrigation system.

4. Woods shall make any required changes to the Monitoring Plan and implement the plan upon approval by the Deputy Director for Water Rights.

5. Before diverting at a rate greater than 77.7 cfs, Woods shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Deputy Director for Water Rights that such a rate increase is either due to increased reasonable demand on riparian lands identified as Parcel 2 on Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A (discussed in section 4.2.3.1 of this Order) or based on additional evidence regarding the water rights of landowners not addressed in this Order, provided by either the landowners or Woods to the Deputy Director for Water Rights.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT pursuant to sections 1831 through 1836 of the Water Code, within 60 days Woods shall cease and desist from diverting water in excess of 77.7 cfs at any time, unless and until Woods has complied with paragraphs 3 through 6, below.

1. Within 45 days of the date of this order, Woods shall submit to the Deputy Director for Water Rights (Deputy Director) a description of the method that Woods will use, pending compliance with the monitoring requirements set forth in paragraph 2, below, to ensure that Woods’s rate of diversion from Middle River is consistent with this order. Woods shall make any changes to the
method that the Deputy Director requires and implement the method upon the Deputy Director’s approval.

2. Within 120 days of the date of this order, Woods shall submit to the Deputy Director a diversion monitoring and reporting plan. Woods shall make any changes to the plan that the Deputy Director requires, and shall implement the plan upon the Deputy Director’s approval. The plan shall be consistent with any applicable requirements of Water Code sections 5100 through 5107, and shall include, at a minimum:

1) Provisions for monthly monitoring and recording of the amounts and rates of water diverted from Middle River;

2) Installation of measuring devices at the points of diversion for the Woods system;

3) An operator’s manual, flow chart, or other instruction that identifies the process to be taken by Woods’s employees to routinely measure and record diversions at Woods’s pump stations, and the maintenance and calibration schedule of all measuring devices used to comply with this order. The instructions should be available to any of Woods’s employees who are trained to operate the Woods irrigation system.

4) Provisions for reporting monthly diversion records to the State Water Board. For the initial three-year period, diversion records shall be reported on an annual basis. Woods shall submit the first, annual report, covering diversions during the 2011 calendar year, by July 1, 2012. After the initial three-year period, Woods shall submit reports at three-year intervals, consistent with Water Code section 5104.

3. Before diverting at a rate greater than 77.7 cfs, Woods shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Deputy Director that such a rate increase is either due to increased reasonable demand on riparian lands identified as Parcel 2 on Exhibit MSS-R-14, exh. 7A (discussed in section 4.2.3.1 of this order) or based on additional evidence regarding the water rights of landowners not addressed in this order, provided by either the landowners or Woods to the Deputy Director.

4. Before diverting at a rate greater than 77.7 cfs, Woods shall submit to the Deputy Director a list of all properties and owners who receive water delivered by Woods’s diversion system, and the basis of right for such deliveries, including whether such right is riparian or appropriative, and what entity holds the right. For rights not recognized in this order, the basis of right must be substantiated by different information than was provided during the hearing that preceded this order. If the basis of right for property outside the original Woods service area is the transfer of an appropriative right from within the original Woods service area, the information provided to the Deputy Director must include proof of a reduction of use within the Woods service area commensurate with deliveries to the property outside the Woods service area. If the information provided does not establish a basis of right acceptable to the Deputy Director, Woods shall not deliver water to that property.

5. If a water user within the Woods service area provides information beyond that provided in the hearing that preceded this order, and such information demonstrates an additional basis of right for deliveries of water acceptable to the Deputy Director, after issuance of this order, Woods may deliver water to the user upon the Deputy Director’s approval.

6. Before diverting at a rate greater than 77.7 cfs, Woods shall obtain the Deputy Director’s approval of a supplemental monitoring and reporting plan. Woods shall implement the plan upon the Deputy Director’s approval. The plan shall be consistent with any applicable requirements of Water Code sections 5100 through 5107, and include, at a minimum:
(1) Provisions for monthly monitoring and reporting of the amounts and rates of water delivered to specific users and the acreage served;

(2) A method to track water use by individual users.

(3) A supplement to the operator’s manual, flow chart, or other instruction described in paragraph 2(3), above, that identifies the process to be taken by Wood’s employees to routinely measure and record deliveries to individual users.

(4) Provisions for reporting monthly water delivery and use records to the State Water Board. For the initial three-year period, delivery and use records shall be reported on an annual basis. After the initial three-year period, Woods shall submit reports at three-year intervals, consistent with Water Code section 5104.

Upon the failure of any person to comply with a CDO issued by the State Water Board pursuant to chapter 12 of part 2 of division 2 of the Water Code (commencing with section 1825) the Attorney General, upon request of the State Water Board, shall petition the superior court for issuance of prohibitory or mandatory injunctive relief as appropriate, including a temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, or permanent injunction. (Wat. Code, § 1845, subd. (a).) The superior court or the State Water Board may impose civil liability up to $1,000 per day of violation. (Id. at subd. (b); Wat. Code, § 1055.)

CERTIFICATION

The undersigned Clerk to the Board does hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of an order duly and regularly adopted at a meeting of the State Water Board held on February 1, 2011.

Jeanine Townsend
Clerk to the Board